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Abstract
Pakistan economy is growing steadily, and this growth ultimately demands higher energy consumption which adds the
utmost pressure on countries economy. Pakistan basically relies on its primary energy sources of oil and gas and these
indigenous resources are insufficient to have an impact in resolving the current energy crisis of this growing economy,
as a result Pakistan has to import large amount of petroleum and petroleum-based products from other countries, which
ultimately increases further increasingly trade expenses on national economy. Pakistan production to date has been
characterized by extensively large oil and gas reservoirs, which are undergoing natural depletion with the passage of
time. This research is an attempt to extrapolate the potential lies in Pakistani reservoirs after undergoing natural depletion
using Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) methods. This research discussed reservoir simulation study of XYZ oil field
which was discovered by E&P company in Pakistan in Potwar basin in 1989, it is fractured carbonate reservoir and
comprises of two different formations of Chorgali & Sakesar. After production of six years with the cumulative
production of about 6 million barrels of oil, reservoir pressure rapidly declined and oil production declines from 4000
to 1800 bbl/day. Water flooding was started in earlier part of 1990`s to arrest the oil production decline by pressure
maintenance, with the injection of water production of oil was restored back but after injection of two years, water
breakthrough occurred and that has resulted in rapid decline in production to level of 550 bbl/day. ater flooding is still
being carried out in this field and production is declined too much low as 175 bbl/day with cumulative production of oil
as of October 2016 is 13.83 MMbbl out of total 37MMSTb of OOIP. This study resulted by reservoir simulation that
both chorgali and sakesar reservoirs have potential to drain the remaining recoverable reserves by conventional
Enhanced oil recovery utilizing gas injection.
© 2018 “Anaiz Gul Fareed, Muhammad Zubair” Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering
Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
Pakistan oil and gas resources are scattered throughout the region with lots of oil potential to be recovered from naturally
depleted reservoirs. Crude oil production in Pakistan reaching an all-time high of 98 Mbbl/day in November 2014, and
averaged 64.35 Mbbl/day from 1994 to 2016 [1]. By looking current indigenous oil and gas resources of Pakistan,
Enhanced oil and gas recovery is going to be the future option for Pakistani supplies sooner or later, when conventional
natural gas deposits will not run short and oil reservoirs will not have the capacity to produce under their present natural
exhaustion systems [2].
The structure of XYZ field is located in the eastern part of the Potwar Basin. The fractured carbonate reservoir of
comprises of two producing formations; Chorgali and Sakesar. The said structure was first explored in 1980. The
company drilled Well-01 and hydrocarbons were observed in the Chorgali as well as in the Sakesar formation. The well
was tested and an oil production rate of 20 bbls/day was recorded. After a few months of observation, the Company
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declared this well as non-commercial and Field was taken over by other E&P company.
The field came on regular production in October 1989 at the oil rate of 4000 bbl/day and the initial reservoir pressure of
Sakesar was recorded as 5709 psia. The bubble point pressure of the hydrocarbon fluid was measured at 2948 psia.
Pressure survey conducted on 28th August 1995 showed that reservoir pressure had gone below the bubble point pressure
and had declined from 5709 psia to 2477 psia. Consequently, to arrest the decline in reservoir pressure and production,
water injection was started in Sakesar formation.
To-date, 4 wells have been drilled on this structure. Two of these wells are producers while third well is water injector.
Another well was abandoned due to mechanical problems. The cumulative production as of October 2016, is about 13.83
MMSTB oil from the field. An Integrated Reservoir Simulation Study was conducted to address the reservoir
management problem of the field such as remaining recoverable reserves and requirement of the new wells for optimum
recovery of the oil from the field.
2. Reservoir Geology
The reservoir of XYZ field is steeply dipping asymmetrical anticline structure with major faults on its southern limb.
The two main reservoirs in the geological structure are Chorgali and Sakesar while some other formations like Murre
shales also provides the top portion to its seal. The Chorgali formation predominantly composed of Shale which is hard
medium hard in nature and Dolomite and which is mainly dense. The major component in Sakesar is of Limestone which
comes in contact with all three wells in fractured region. Upper part is fractured in injector well while lower part is
fractured in producer. The production from the formation is from the fractured area in both wells [3].
3. Reserve Estimates
As it is a fractured carbonate reservoir which has very low matrix porosity so using volumetric method was not
considered a reliable method for reserve estimation. Material balance was used to determine the oil in place. Material
balance determined oil in place of 35.55 MMSTB from both formations. There was no aquifer support and material
balance also confirm that depletion drive mechanism for the reservoir with no oil-water contact was seen in this reservoir
during drilling. Formation compressibility is the major parameter for determination of oil in place in this type of
reservoir. Number of sensitivity analyses were carried out in the material balance to illustrate the effect of the formation
compressibility on the oil volume.
4. Fractured Formation
Two types of fractures were observed from these three wells drilled on the structure on this field. The oil production is
only through these fractures while matrix porosity is too tight to contribute in the flow system. The initial reservoir
pressure of Sakesar was determined. The pressure survey conducted showed that reservoir pressure had declined from
5709 psia to 2477 psia which is lower than the bubble point pressure of 2948 psia. As a result of this depletion below
bubble point pressure, production declined from 3800 to 2000 bbl/day. Consequently, to arrest the decline in reservoir
pressure and production, another well was drilled for water injection and was completed in upper part of Sakesar
formation.
5. Water Flooding
The application of waterflooding has been increasing throughout the oil industry, it is the most common secondary
assisted recovery method applied by oil industry when oil production rapidly declines and not able to produce with their
current depletion level, water flooding mostly carried out for increased in oil recovery by an improvement in sweep or
displacement efficiency. In addition to the enhanced oil recovery objective, water flooding may also be used in order to
maintain the reservoir pressure when the aquifer or gas cap is insufficient for this purpose.
Water injection was started in March 1998 with the maximum rate of 8500 bbl/day. Within two month of water injection,
increase in oil production and pressure were observed. The water injection was continued with this rate and the oil
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production of 3800 bbl/day from the Well-01 was restored. On the other hand, no effect of increase in the oil production
was seen in the Well-02, which was completed in Chorgali formation. After the achievement of maximum oil production
of 3800 bbl/d, sudden decrease in the oil production started. Rapid decrease in the oil production from 3800 to 350
bbl/day was due to early water breakthrough in the Well-01 which was not envisaged by the early studies. At present,
the oil production from both wells have stabilized at the rate of 255 and 110 bbl/day respectively with the water injection
rate of 2000 bbl/d. The water production from both wells Well-1 and Well-2 are 85.6% and 37 %, respectively.
It was observed in the study that upswept oil is still present in the Chorgali and Sakesar formation, which can be met by
CO2-EOR operations in field. CO2-EOR is an appealing technique due to its potential to increase oil production from
developed oil fields and in the meantime decreasing carbon footprints from atmosphere. CO 2 is more favorable fluid
and make it good choice for injection as compare to other injection fluids because it is miscible with crude oil and also
it is less expensive than other similarly miscible fluids [4].
6. CO2 Injection in Fractured Reservoir
This study concentrates on CO2 injection in carbonate reservoirs including simulations of CO2 dispersion in the porous
and permeable rocks. Carbonate reservoirs are characterized by having very low permeability and very high
heterogeneity causing significant amount of CO 2 to be recycled. The oil production from carbonate reservoir is nearly
half the production from sandstone. While the CO2 used is around 60% or less [5].
Carbon Dioxide has the highest recovery factor as compared to the other injection gases, there are certainly some issues
in availability and handling of carbon dioxide injection and equipment’s, therefore it is very wide to find out minimum
possible injection with maximum benefits. Maximum recovery and NPV can be achieved with minimum injection [6].
7. Reservoir Simulation
Basic reservoir engineering simulation is the descriptive simulated model of the reservoir to describe fluid flow
performance. The accuracy of model performance prediction depends on how closely the virtual model simulates the
actual geophysical, geological, rock and fluid properties of the reservoir. On this basis of available information of
proposed XYZ field, a model was set up to simulate reservoir behavior. Great care should be taken to improve the
description of reservoir using integrated approach [3].
8. Pressure History
Pressure history of well-1 tested Formation is Sakessar for Oil Field XYZ, RTKB is 541.7 m whereas its Bubble Point
Pressure is 2934 Psi, Datum depth is 2475 m and Reservoir Temperature falls at 222°F.
Table 1. Sakessar Pressure History of Well-01
Date

Cumulative Oil Produced
(MSTB)

Cumulative Gas Produced
(BSCF)

Gauge Depth
(M)

Res; Pressure
(Psia)

22.08.89
29.11.89

34.599
108.063

0.07999

2860
3005

5523.7
5575

Pavg @
Datum
(Psia)
5670.5
5589

09.03.90
29.03.90
22.10.90
23.03.91
06.06.92
16.12.92
24.11.93
28.08.95
14.08.96

237.506
432.67
1076.19
1499.088
3038.83673
3686.49137
4635.52
6077.457
802.356

0.19671
0.33498
1.00345
1.37095
2.829565
3.5423
4.391445
5.924
7.985

3005
3005
3007
3005
3005
3005
3005
3005
3005

5336+
5292
4798
4500
3465
3035
2698
2384
3200

5283.5
4788.6
4487
3455++
3026
2709
2477
3313
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Fig. 1. Sakesar Reservoir Pressure Vs Time

For Well-02 the tested formation is Chorgali, its RTKB is 537.2 m, Bubble Point Pressure = 3265 Psi. Datum depth is
2380 m and Reservoir Temperature is around 212°F
Table 2. Chorgli Formation Pressure History for Well-02
Cumulative Oil Produced
(MSTB)

Gauge Depth
(M)

Res: Pressure
(Psia)

0

874.5

5271+

15.10.90

12.331

2825.7

4905

26.03.91

238.475

2875

2730

Date
23.9.90

Pavg @ Datum
(Psia)
5393
5070.2
851.6

6000

Pressure (Psi)

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000

0
23-Sep-90

23-Oct-90

22-Nov-90

22-Dec-90

21-Jan-91

20-Feb-91

22-Mar-91

Time

Fig. 2. Chorgali Reservoir Pressure Vs Time
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9.

PVT Analysis

The PVT analysis are given as under:
Table 3. PVT Analysis
Pressure (PSIG)
5000
4500
4000
3500
2934
2600
2200
1800
1400
1000
600
283

GOR SCF/STB
989
989
989
989
989
896
782
667
554
477
329
167

Bo Res bbl/STB
1.568
1.579
1.592
1.608
1.626
1.546
1.469
1.409
1.3349
1.292
1.23
1.162

10. Conclusion
EOR has the significant effect on enhancing domestic crude oil production from Fractures Carbonate reservoirs. The
impact is related too when injecting fluid gets the accelerated entry into the matrix block, subsequent effect on gravitycapillary drainage and capillary induced displacement. Ultimate oil recovery increases by CO2 injection with increasing
reservoir pressure in a single matrix fracture system. Oil recovery rate affected by CO 2 injection rate because of the
importance of oil-vaporization and diffusion mass transport.
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MMSTB
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CO2
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RTKB
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= Million Stock Tank Barrel
= Enhanced Oil Recovery
= Carbon dioxide
= Net Present Value
= Rotary Table Kelly Bushing
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Abstract
Global energy demand is increasing with the rapid urbanization, development, usage of new technologies and expansion
of users’ net. Many developing countries are facing energy crisis including Pakistan, where energy infrastructure is old
and energy sector is facing challenges of supply, demand and distribution. Considering the situation, renewables energy
technologies are used across the country including Balochistan province to solve the energy problem. Renewable energy
sources, especially solar and wind energy are getting more popular in the province. This paper provides the overview of
existing practices of using RE technologies in Balochistan. Moreover, the paper presents the prospects and challenges
regarding RE technologies, institutional setup and organizations involved for the dissemination of knowledge and skills
regarding RE. In the end, some suggestions are given for effective planning, improvement and use of RE technologies.
© 2018 Naveed Ur Rehman Anwara; Waqas Ahmed Mahara,b,*; Jalal Faisal Khana. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and
Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Energy; renewable energy; solar; wind; Pakistan

1. Introduction
In today’s world energy is an important and main need for the development of a society. Every individual uses energy
to fulfill their daily life tasks. It is also needed to meet the basic requirements for a suitable living standard. Due to
technological advancement, innovations, increasing population and expansion of users the demand of energy is increased
globally. When the supply cannot meet the increasing demand then it takes the shape of a crisis [1]. In Pakistan the
demand of electricity increased due to the increasing number of users and the expansion of electricity network to many
villages and other areas [2]. It is observed that rise in household income increases the ownership of the appliances which
lead to increased energy consumption [3].
The electricity problem in Pakistan turned into a crisis with the load shedding of 8-10 hours per day in urban areas and
up to 20 hours per day in rural areas. Such situation highly affected the everyday life, commerce, trade and
manufacturing industries thus created economic problems. In Pakistan there are several Independent Power Producers
(IPPs) producing around 50% of the total electricity, biggest of them is Hub Power Company (HUBCO) which has a
production capacity of 1292 MW [4]. The electricity produced by most of the IPPs is expensive compared to the
electricity produced by hydro or nuclear power sources, since IPPs mainly operate on oil, gas or coal-fired plants. Since
the public sector do not produce enough electricity to fulfill the demand it needs to procure the electricity generated by
IPPs. Considering the economic situation of the country many times the government rescheduled the payments to IPPs
and in current situation there is a circular debt of more than 1.3 trillion rupees in Pakistan [5]. The power production,
distribution, management and consumption sides are responsible for the current electricity crisis.
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The production and the distribution are inefficient which includes more than 20% transmission and distribution losses.
The power sector over-relies on the thermal power production and the installed capacity of power production is underutilized [6]. With the increasing prices of oil, the rates of electricity are also increasing which tends to increase the rate
of theft as well [7]. For example, if the transmission and line losses are 20% and the theft loss is 15% then only 65% of
the consumption will be billed and rest will be loss. Considering the production price per unit this situation increases
the loss at a high rate.
Population growth and rapid urbanization also increases the energy usage and demand. In Pakistan the total population
surpasses 207 million and the annual growth rate is 2.4% [8]. Many of the people living in villages do not possess the
land, therefore they migrate to urban areas for the better jobs, wages and to support their families. Rural areas do not
provide better education and health facilities which also encourage people to migrate to urban areas. The urban
population of Pakistan is increasing at a high rate of 3%, which is highest in the South Asian region [9]. However, a
huge majority of the urban population is still living in few major cities including Karachi, Lahore, Faisalabad,
Rawalpindi, Peshawar, Multan, Hyderabad and Quetta which creates haphazard situation by putting pressure on the
services and infrastructure of the city. The population of these cities is continuously increasing, for example the
population of Quetta District in 1998 was 0.75 million which increased to 2.2 million by 2017 [8] [10].
Renewable energy sector is considerably small in Pakistan. However, concerning the energy crisis and power shortage
in the country, public and private sectors started to explore the renewable sources for energy production together with
international organizations. Most of the renewable energy in Pakistan comes from hydroelectricity. This study focuses
on the existing practices for the use of renewable energy (RE) sources in Balochistan province. Case studies are added
to highlight the use of RE. Moreover, the prospects and challenges related to RE and the institutional setup regarding
RE is discussed. In the end, conclusion and suggestion are given for the effective planning and improvement of RE
technologies in Balochistan.
This paper is divided into 5 sections, first section covers the introduction of the topic by highlighting the energy situation
in Pakistan. Second section explains the methodology of the paper. Status of renewable energy in Pakistan and in
Balochistan is discussed in third section. Section four includes the results of the online survey, present the case studies
and explains the challenges faced by renewable energy sector in Balochistan. The fifth and last section of the paper
provides conclusion and recommendations.
2. Methodology
The methodology of this study is divided into two parts. The first part is, the collection of primary data by survey and
case studies while the second part presents the secondary data based on the available literature and studies. An online
survey was conducted to understand the energy crisis and situation in Balochistan. Questions were asked regarding the
outage of electricity and gas, satisfaction of the residents from the energy bills and their knowledge about the energy
pricing system, their perception and understanding of renewable energy etc. The respondents also provided valuable
insights regarding the use of renewable energy in Balochistan and the organization involved dissemination of knowledge
and providing solutions related to renewable energy technologies. Case studies are also discussed to present success and
failure stories of the efforts taken to introduce renewable energy technologies in Balochistan.
3. Renewable energy
3.1 Renewable Energy in Pakistan
There is significant potential for the production of renewable energy in many parts of Pakistan including the wind and
solar energy. Studies done by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) of the United States classified the country
based on wind power and solar radiation potential. The areas of Sindh, Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa have more
potential for wind energy while many parts of the country are suitable for the solar power generation [11] [12]. In recent
years, several energy projects were started to generate electricity by using renewable sources which includes wind power
projects at Jhimpir, Gharo. Twelve (12) of them started commercial production and are connected to the national grid
supplying 590.5 MW. Twenty-eight (28) wind power projects are at different stages of the development, and their
completion will add another 1397.6 MW electricity in the system. Eight (08) projects having capacity of 445 MW are
under construction and expected to be completed in 2018. On the other hand, four solar power projects with the
2
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individual capacity of 100 MW are operational at Quaid-e-Azam Solar Park, Bahawalpur. Twenty-four (24) biogas
plants having the total capacity of 817.5 MW are at various stages of the completion and are expected to be completed
in 2018-19 [13]. A huge amount of electricity, i.e. 64% is still produced on thermal sources while the total share of
renewable energy as of Feb 2018 was 2%. Figure 1 presents the electricity generation by source during 2012-13 and
2017-28 [14].

Nuclear
5%
Hydro
31%

Renewable
0%

Nuclear
7%
Hydro
27%

Thermal
64%
Jul-Feb 2012-13

Jul-Feb 2017-18

Renewable
2%

Thermal
64%

Fig. 1. Share in electricity generation, Source: Ministry of Energy (Power Division)

3.2 Renewable Energy in Balochistan
The province of Balochistan is rich in renewable energy (RE) resources, which must be explored for the sustainable
development of the province. For remote areas and small power requirements photovoltaic technology is particularly
suitable. Balochistan is also the largest province by area, yet, there is low density of population. Majority of its
populations is living in villages and rural areas, i.e. 77%. These villages have no easy approach to the roads and are
separated by large distances Several houses in villages have very low requirement of power which varies between 50100 W. Transmission of power lines for small villages and for very low power requirements is economically not feasible.
Use of renewable energy can easily meet the requirements of such houses where electricity is mainly needed for light
and fan or for charging mobile phone. This section provides an overview of the solar and wind power in Balochistan.
Solar radiation in Balochistan is highest compared to other parts of Pakistan, as annual average mean daily solar radiation
is at 5.9-6.2 kWh/m2/day in the province [15]. In view of the growing energy demand the solar energy potential of
Balochistan must be fully exploited. Solar energy is a reliable and copiously available renewable energy source. The
province has an annual mean sunshine duration of 8- 8.5 hours with an average daily global insolation of 19 to 20
MJ/m2/day [16]. These are among the highest solar energy potential values available in the world. The areas where the
solar irradiation is highest are ideal for concentrated solar power (CSP) and photovoltaic (PV) systems. In 2016,
Government of Balochistan (GoB) signed an MoU with Inter-teck Kuwait Investment Authority to fulfill the energy
demands of Quetta city by setting up a solar energy power plant of 50 MW which will be gradually upgraded to 500
MW. Another agreement was signed with CK Solar Korea to establish a 300 MW solar power plant in Quetta. 1500
acres of land is allocated by GoB near Kuchlak, District Quetta for the project. The project was aimed to start in
December 2014 and to be completed in 2017, however, the updates on this project are not available [17]. Some solar
PV projects in Balochistan are mentioned in Table 1.

3
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Table 1. Solar PV projects in Balochistan
Project

Capacity

Status

Solar power project, Kuchlak, District Quetta

300 MW

MoU signed

Teshil Jaffarabad

7.9 kW

Completed

Tehsil Zahri, District Khuzdar

10 kW

Completed

Hospital electrification, District Mastung

14.5 kW

In process

Rural electrification, Tehsil Kalat

41.1 kW

In process

Rural electrification, Tehsil Surab

59.5 kW

In process

Rural electrification, Tehsil Khuzdar

34.3 kW

In process

Wind energy is an imperative renewable source. Beside extended sunshine hours, Balochistan is also blessed with high
rate of wind speeds. The available wind velocities data from Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD) suggests that
there is enough wind speed to generate electricity for small power requirements in coastal area of Balochistan. The mean
wind speed must be at least equal to 3 m/s for the minimum efficiency of the wind power turbine. Most of the wind
resources are either located on the mountains or along with the coastlines. Coastal areas in Pasni, Makran and Gwadar
district provide better conditions and climate for the installation of wind turbines [18]. Pakistan Council of Renewable
Energy Technologies (PCRET) has successfully electrified more than 1600 villages along the coastal line of Sindh and
Balochistan province. The coastal areas of Pakistan have the potential to generate more than 50,000 MW of wind power
energy. It is important to manufacture the wind turbines locally to reduce the cost of these projects. In Balochistan, the
coastal areas of Lasbela District are more suitable for wind power generation [19]. The estimated statistics of wind zones
in Balochistan province at a height of 30m are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Estimated statistics of wind zones in Balochistan at a height of 30m
Parameters
Wind speed (m/s)

Aghor

Gadani

Gwadar

Hubchoki

Jiwani

Winder

5.5

4.9

3.6

5.0

3.7

4.9

Standard deviation

2.7

3.0

2.5

2.6

2.4

9

Wind power density

173.5

170.5

80.4

139.1

78.4

160.7

Source: Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD)

4. Results and Discussion
As mentioned in the mythology section an online survey was conducted for this research. In total 102 participants
completed the survey and 17 respondents left it incomplete. The results presented here are the responses of 102
respondents from various parts of Balochistan. For electricity all respondents mentioned that they experience load
shedding from 2h to more than 8h per day in different areas and localities of the province. While 25% of the respondents
experience low gas pressure and outage of gas mainly (43%) in winter during peak hours. The satisfaction level from
energy prices is given in figure 2. The respondents are less satisfied with electricity prices compared to gas prices. The
survey was conducted before the recent increase of the energy prices in Pakistan. The use of renewable energy is
widespread in Balochistan and more than 19% respondents mentioned that either they use renewable energy at their
home or village, or they know someone from their social group who is using RE. Some residents of Quetta city use solar
PV in their houses to power the house during load shedding hours. Other areas of Balochistan where solar PV are used
according to the results of the survey are Sibi, Jhal Magsi, Khuzdar, Hub, Uthal, Zhob, Sherani. Loralai, Khanozai,
Chaman, Kalat, Pishin, Panjgur, Dhadar, Bolan and Duki Balochistan. These solar PV are used to meet the electricity
needs, farming or agriculture, and powering street lights etc.
4
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Fig. 2. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction of the users from energy prices

4.1 Case Studies
Three case studies are presented here related to the use of renewable energy technologies in Balochistan. Two of these
projects were successfully completed while one remained incomplete.
4.1.1

IDSP’s University of Community Development (UCD), Quetta

In 1998, Institute for Development Studies and Practices (IDSP) has introduced human resource development courses
in order to respond to the pressing needs of remedial initiatives for demystifying existing unjust and exploitative power
structures through producing intellectual and practice-oriented potential human resource equipped with knowledge and
skills of leadership, development, society, community, politics and economy. The idea of IDSP Pakistan was originally
to create a people-centered open learning space to provide opportunities of learning and practice to deprived,
marginalized and excluded youth and people to advocate their cause by building up their capacities in social and
development fields. The theory and practice-based courses are knitted into a conceptual framework based on study and
practice that starts from self, family, community and expands to the world at large.
IDSP decided to build a unique learning space in Quetta to continue supporting communities by education. For this
University of Community Development (UCD) was established at Hanna Road Quetta. The UCD is a non-degree
awarding and non-formal, open learning institute. It offers theory and practice-based courses for the excluded youth.
The UCD campus at Quetta is designed by a renowned Pakistani architect, Ar. Kamil Khan Mumtaz. Two critical aspects
of the planning process for construction based on sustainability and renewable energy resources were used in the building
of IDSP’s UCD campus at Quetta. Although the construction techniques used at UCD are unique of its kind but
considering the purpose of this paper, only renewable energy sources used at UCD campus will be discussed.
Passive solar is the modern version of sun-welcoming design, where no fans, pumps or other mechanical devices are
used. The large south-facing windows and dark tiles or brick floors are among the basic features of passive solar design.
These windows provide enough natural light in indoors while the brick floors or dark tiles store solar heat during the
day and release it back at the night. At UCD solar energy is used to heat water during cold winter of Quetta. This hot
water is then used in campus buildings and hostels. Many solar water heating systems mainly consist of a water storage
tank and a solar collector. Solar collectors used in solar water heating systems are usually mounted on a south-facing
roof, to heat either a heat transfer fluid, such as a non-toxic antifreeze or water. A water tank, like the one used in electric
water or conventional gas heating is used to store the heated water. Moreover, solar PV are installed at the campus to
light the indoor and outdoor areas. The produced solar energy is stored on rechargeable batteries and is also used to
operate water pumps used in the campus.
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Fig. 3. (a) and 3(b). Solar Panels and solar water heater installed at IDSP’s UCD campus

Wind turbine used at UCD campus produces up to 10 kW of electricity at its optimum wind speed and it has been a
successful project for over ten years of its installation. Moreover, biogas plant is also installed at UCD campus to fulfill
the demand of cooking needs [20].

Fig. 4. (a) and 4(b). Wind turbine and biogas plant at UCD campus

4.1.2

Installation of solar water pumps in District Nushki

Azat Foundation Balochistan (AFB) together with National Rural Support Program (NRSP) started “Clean Drinking
Water” project with the technical and financial assistance of USAID’s Small Grants and Ambassador’s Fund Program
(SGAFP). The project aimed to provide clean drinking water facility to 13 villages of Union Council (UC) Daak and
Anambostan of Tehsil Nushki in Balochistan. The project was started in December 2013 and was completed in July
2014. USAID allocated the funds of 11.11 million rupees for the installation of 400 solar water pumps and the
construction of water tanks in the selected villages. In total, 400 households (HH) as direct beneficiaries and more than
300 HH as indirect beneficiaries are benefited from the project. The main objective of the project was to reduce the
water-borne diseases by providing innovative and sustainable infrastructure and to create awareness about safe drinking
water and hygiene in the UCs of Daak and Anambostan. Through this project Azat Foundation crafted drinking water
schemes functional by using renewable solar energy [21].
Several tube wells of water supply schemes in Balochistan are non-functional either because of some fault in machinery
or lack of financial resources on part of community to sustain the fuel (diesel), repair and maintenance costs. The
proposed solution i.e. Solar water pumping will replace the existing diesel engines installed on the tube wells with
submersible well pump powered by solar energy.
6
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4.1.3

Renewable energy project at BUITEMS Quetta

In 2005 an MoU was signed between the Chairman of Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB), Air Marshal
(R) Shahid Hamid and Ex-Vice Chancellor Balochistan University of Information Technology, Engineering &
Management Sciences (BUITEMS), Prof. Dr. Muhammad Abbas Choudhary to establish a Center of Excellence for
Renewable Energy and Environment (CEREE) in order to facilitate and support the implementation of off-grid energy
service supply, based on renewable energy technologies, focusing on Balochistan Province. It was a multimillion project
which stated to focus on consultancy services and academic programs to be offered in this regard, but this project came
across a failure due to the following reasons.

The funding from the Federal Government under AEDB was stopped after few years of the project with the
change of government in Pakistan which stopped the overall workability of the project.

Two types of wind turbines were installed for the Campus. One was a big wind turbine which was installed
behind the BUITEMS Campus premises in the Takatu mountains. However, it never produced the desired results due to
its location issues as well as the design failure. Small wind turbines were installed on the rooftop of the Department of
Architecture’s building (Hall-1), which were operational for shorter period. The batteries and installations are still
present, but the project is no more functional due to the lack of maintenance and technical staff.

The cost of the project increased than the estimated cost of the staff to be hired which also led to the failure of
this project.

Fig. 5. Small wind turbines still intact to the building of Department of Architecture, BUITESM Quetta

4.2 Challenges and institutional framework
There are several challenges regarding the use of renewable energy and sustainable development in Balochistan. For the
successful completion of an energy power projects there are several steps in which many stakeholders are involved. The
main challenges and hurdles which require immediate attention are described here
Public awareness and education: Public awareness is the first and very important step for the successful completion of
any sustainable energy project. The awareness campaigns should be run by public and private sectors by providing
necessary information on energy usage, environmental impact and sustainable energy sources. It is also essential, since
many people are willing to install solar PV in their houses, yet, they do not have access to the basic information and
guidance in this regard. Universities should develop comprehensive programs for the training and education of
individuals and the professional who are interested in sustainable development and renewable energy.
Research & Development: Significant research is essential before the start of any project. Balochistan is one of the
underdeveloped areas of Pakistan and faced unsatisfactory law and order situation in different parts of the province in
7
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last few decades. The research & development sector is not developed compared to other parts of the country. There is
lack of technical and professional staff, R&D organizations and lack of financial resources.
In addition to above, the existing infrastructure regarding renewable energy is inefficient. It is essential to encourage
private sector to invest in renewable energy sector in Balochistan. Federal government and other related organizations
should provide necessary data, training, resources and technology transfer for the development of renewable energy
sector. Financial incentives or provision of technology at subsided price will also encourage more people to adopt RE
technologies and fulfill their energy demands without spending a huge amount on power distribution lines to rural and
remote areas of Balochistan.
Some of the organizations and institutions involved at present or in past in renewable energy sector in Balochistan are;
Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB), Pakistan Council of Renewable Energy Technologies (PRECT),
Pakistan Meteorological Department (PMD), Energy Department Government of Balochistan, Azat Foundation
Balochistan (AFB), National Rural Support Program (NRSP), USAID, World Bank and National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) of United States. The role of these organizations varies as some worked for the project execution
and completion other performed some studies to collect viable data to discover the potential of renewable energy in
Balochistan.
5

Conclusion and recommendations

The following conclusions and recommendations are made based on this study:
 There is substantial potential of renewable energy in Balochistan considering the amount of solar insolation and
wind speed in many parts of the province.
 Conventional modes of energy are expensive and cannot meet the energy requirements for long term sustainable
development.
 The demand of energy increases with the change of temperature and the effect of weather is directly related to
the demand of energy supply so there is a need of long-term sustainable solution for all seasons.
 The consumers are less satisfied with the energy prices and billing system. By using renewable energy sources,
they can control their energy expenses and can still fulfil their energy demands.
 Renewable energy is ideally suitable for the energy requirements of villages and remote areas of Balochistan
where energy consumption is very low.
 Public and private sector organizations need to come forward and facilitate people for renewable energy because
there is a huge lack of understanding regarding the usage and installation of renewable energy technologies. With
the public-private partnership long term goals can be achieved in terms of renewable energy which will reduce
the pressures on the existing energy supplies.
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Abstract
In this study a small horizontal axis wind turbine performance has been analyzed under low wind speeds. In order
to get utmost power from the wind turbine at given conditions, it is prerequisite to analyze the airfoils to be used
for rotor design. For the purpose different low Reynolds number airfoils have been investigated and compared in
terms of lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack. The airfoil SG6043 yielding high lift-to-drag ratio has been
selected for wind turbine design. The rotor is designed and simulated using QBlade. The rotor consists of 3 blades
having blade length of 3m. Results reflect that with increase of TSR power increases and becomes maximal at
TSR of 7 to 8 for different wind speeds except 3m/s. Further increase of TSR results in decline of power as the
rotor starts to act as a solid disk due to high speed of the blades. Nevertheless, at low TSR rotor does not extract
the significant power since the blades rotate slowly and most of the wind passes through blades without transfer
of the energy to wind turbine.
© 2018 “Ali Gul Panhwer, M. R. Luhur, Muhammad Ali Channa, Sameeullah Ansari, Abdul Basit Talani, Sarfaraz Ali Junejo”. Selection and/or
peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and
Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Horizontal axis wind turbine; Low wind speed; Airfoil; lift-to-drag ratio; Blade Element Momentum
theory; Qblade

1. Introduction
Utilization of wind as energy source begins in ancient times and was used for applications such as grinding grain,
pumping water and for transportation (sailboats) etc. [1]. Today wind force operates wind turbines that are largest
rotating machines on the earth. The force of wind turns the blades around hub connected to main shaft integrated with
a generator to convert mechanical energy into electrical [2]. The large wind turbines are responsible only for extracting
power from high wind speeds; their sensitivity is not much to start at low wind speeds [3]. Latter limitation forced to
develop small wind turbines practicable at low wind speeds.
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In 1993, National Renewable Energy Laboratory USA developed an airfoil family for small wind turbines, which
consists of root and tip airfoils S823 and S822, respectively [4]. A very famous SG6XXX series introduced by Selig
and Giguere [5] consisting of root airfoil SG6040 and three primary airfoils of series SG6041-SG6043 for low Reynolds
number variable speed wind turbine. Oerlemans [6] tested six different low Reynolds number airfoils FX63137, S822,
S834, SD2030, SG6043 and SH3055 used for small wind turbine. Singh and Ahmed [7] introduced various wind
turbine models of wood with low Reynolds number for low to medium wind speed regions. Aung et al. [8] investigated
a small horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) power performance at low wind speed ranging 1.5m/s to 6m/s [7]. Syed
et al. [9] examined a small wind turbine through Qblade (using NACA-4 digit series) under Jamshoro city wind
conditions at speed ranging from 5m/s to 13.9m/s. Dhurpate et al. [10] investigated the aerodynamic performance
characteristics of a small HAWT at low wind speed using Qblade designed from different airfoils DU86084, E387,
SD2030 and SG6041. Nevertheless, literature review reflects the performance comparison of small HAWT under low
wind speeds that is limited to a small number of airfoils. In the present study, 40 low Reynolds number airfoils have
been analysed and compared in terms of lift-to-drag ratio. The airfoil yielding high lift-to-drag ratio is used to design
a small HAWT. The performance is analysed under low wind speeds. The rotor consisting 3 blades having blade length
of 3m; is designed and simulated using QBlade.
2. Methodology
Performance analysis of small HAWT has been carried out using Qblade, which is general public license software.
QBlade is an engineering tool which can be used for design and analysis of airfoils, lift and drag polar extrapolation,
and design and optimization of the wind turbine blades. It performs the aerodynamic analysis of wind turbines on a
single platform by reducing the need of importing, converting and processing the data from other resources. Qblade
has the integration with Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory, which calculates the wind turbine performance [11].
BEM is very simple, efficient and usual method used for the analysis of HAWT [12]. In BEM, the blade length is
divided into number of elements along the span in order to apply two-dimensional airfoil theory. The method estimates
the local forces acting on the blade elements [13]. For global forces, the elemental forces are integrated along the blade
span.
For utmost power, it is must to analyze the airfoils first to be used for wind turbine rotor design. In this context, 40 low
Reynolds number airfoils have been selected and analysed. The airfoils are selected from UIUC database [14] and
QBlade directory (NACA airfoils only). The airfoils are compared based on their yielded lift-to-drag ratios. The airfoil
resulting high lift-to-drag ratio has been selected for wind turbine design. Using latter airfoil, 3 bladed rotor having
blade length of 3m has been designed. The blade local elemental parameters are described in following Table 1.
Table 1. Blade elemental parameters along the span
No. Position along the Chord length (m) Twist angle (°) Foil blade span (m)
1
0.00 0.120
6.50
Circular
2

0.25 0.130 6.50 Circular 3 0.5 0.331 18.03 SG6043

4

0.75 0.253

12.29

SG6043

5

1.00 0.204

8.75

SG6043

6

1.25 0.170

6.37

SG6043

7

1.5

0.146

4.66

SG6043

8

1.75 0.128

3.38

SG6043

9

2.00 0.114

2.39

SG6043

10

2.25 0.102

1.59

SG6043

11

2.5

0.093

0.94

SG6043

12

2.75 0.085

0.40

SG6043

13

3.00 0.079

0.00

SG6043
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Selection of airfoil
The methodology discussed in section 2 has been used to design a HAWT and analyse the results. For selection of
airfoil, lift-to-drag ratio of 40 low Reynolds number airfoils have been estimated versus angle of attack. Fig. 1 to 4
represent the lift to drag ratios of 40 airfoils. Fig. 1. compares the lift-to-drag ratios of 10 airfoils A18, AH 93-W257,
AH 93-W-4808, DU86-084/18, E174, E182, E193, E195, E207 and E210. In this, compared to other 9 airfoils, airfoil
A18 gives the maximum CL/CD at AoA of 3.5o. Similarly, Fig. 2. demonstrates the comparison of lift-to-drag ratios of
another 10 airfoils E10, E387, FX 76-100, FX 77-W-121, FX 83-W-108, FX 83-W-227, FX 84-W-097, MH 102,
S2027 and FX 77-W-153. Here, compared to other 9 airfoils FX 83-W-108 yields the highest CL/CD at AoA of 6.5o.
Same way, Fig. 3. corresponds to comparison of lift-to-drag ratios of E61, S2046, S3010-103-84, S4022, S4053, S4110,
S4310, S5010, S6061, S3002-099-83, where S4022 gives the highest CL/CD at AoA of 6.5o. The last Fig. 4. explain the
comparison of airfoils NACA 4414, NACA 4415, NACA 4418, S7012, S7055, S8025, S8052, SD2030-086-88,
SG6041 and SG6043, where SG6043 yields the highest C L/CD at AoA of 6o. The characteristics of airfoils yielding
higher CL/CD are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Characteristics of airfoils yielding higher lift-to-drag ratios
Airfoil
SG6043

Maximum Thickness
(% of chord)
10.02

Maximum Camber
(% of chord)
5.50

Maximum
CL/CD
85

Angle of Attack (°)
at maximum CL/CD
6

S4022

11.26

4.34

80.9

6.5

A18

7.34

5.04

77

3.5

FX 83-W-108

10.87

4.24

76

6.5

From Table 2, it is obvious that SG6043 offers the maximum lift-to-drag ratio (CL/CD) of 85. For the best performance,
the optimum angle of attack occurs at maximum CL/CD. The higher the CL/CD ratio, the higher the power output of
turbine, as power output largely depends on lift and drag forces [15]. While, compared to all airfoils taken into
consideration here, airfoil SG6043 yielded higher C L/CD, thus considered for blade design.

Fig. 1. Lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack for airfoils A18, AH 93-W-257, AH 93-W-4808, DU86-084/18, E174, E182, E193,
E195, E207, and E210.
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Fig. 2. Lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack for airfoils E10, E387, FX 76-100, FX 77-W-121, FX 83-W-108, FX 84-W-097, MH
102, S2027, and FX 77-W-153

Fig. 3. Lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack for airfoils E61, S2046, S3010-103-84, S4022, S4053, S4110, S4310, S5010, S6061,
and S3002-099-83.

Fig. 4. Lift-to-drag ratio versus angle of attack for airfoils NACA 4414, NACA 4415, NACA 4418, S7012, S7055, S8025, S8052,
SD2030086-88, SG6041, and SG6043.
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3.2. Rotor Performance
The airfoil SG6043 which yielded high lift-to-drag ratio has been used to design the blade except root section. Usually
small HAWT blades are designed from a single airfoil [16]. The circular section at root supports the loading generated
by concentration of stresses. Design view of the blade divided into 13 elements to apply BEM theory is specified in
Fig. 5. However, local elemental design specifications of the blade are given in Table 1.

Fig. 5. Design view of blade

The performance of small HAWT has been analysed under low wind speeds. In general, small HAWT rotor runs ten
times faster than the larger turbines. Fig. 6. shows how power of the turbine varies with tip speed ratio (TSR) at different
wind speeds. The TSR is a useful value for scaling the parameters of a wind turbine. The power extracted
defines the response of wind turbine under different conditions. From design point of view of a wind turbine, selection
of TSR is very important [17].

3

m/s

4

m/s

5

m/s

6

m/s

7m/s
8 m/s

Tip Speed Ratio (TSR)

Fig. 6. Wind turbine power output versus TSR
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In this study, wind speed is taken from 1m/s to 8m/s. In figure blue colour represents the power curve at 3m/s, red at
4m/s, green at 5m/s, purple at 6m/s, cyan at 7m/s and yellow at 8m/s. From figure it is obvious that with increasing
TSR power increases (i.e. blades extract more and more energy) and becomes maximal at TSR of 7 to 8 for different
wind speeds except 3m/s. Further increase of TSR results in decrease of power as the turbine rotor begins to act as a
solid disk due to fast rotation of the blades. For wind speed of 3m/s power is maximal at TSR of 6. At wind speeds of
5m/s and 7m/s, utmost power is accomplished at TSR of 7. Similarly, at wind speeds of 4m/s, 6m/s and 8m/s, power is
maximal at TSR of 8. However, low values of TSR does not extract the sufficient power from the wind due to slow
rotation of blades and the wind passes through blades without the majority of power transfer to the wind turbine.
4. Conclusion
A small horizontal axis wind turbine has been designed and analysed using QBlade. For selection of airfoil, 40 low
Reynolds number airfoils has been investigated based on their lift-to-drag ratios. The airfoil SG6043 yielded high lifttodrag ratio, thus, used to design the wind turbine rotor blades. The rotor consists of 3 blades having blade length of 3m.
Power performance of wind turbine has been analyzed under low wind speeds ranging from 1m/s to 8m/s. Results
reflect that with increase of TSR power increases and becomes maximal at TSR of 7 to 8 for different wind speeds
except 3m/s. Further increase of TSR results in decline of power as the turbine rotor starts to act as a solid disk due to
high speed of the blades. Nevertheless, at low TSR rotor does not extract the significant power since the blades rotate
slowly and most of the wind passes through blades without transfer of the energy to wind turbine.
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Abstract
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP), a province in Pakistan, is blessed with enormous potential of hydro power across its hilly
terrain. To harness the potential, government and non-governmental organizations have initiated multiple mini-micro
hydro power projects for ensuring affordable energy access in remote off-grids area. But unfortunately, many of these
projects are facing sustainability’s issues including technical, economic and social aspects of energy project designs.
The paper is designing a Socio-Technical Model to assess dominant variables that affect the sustainability of Micro
Hydro Power Projects (MHPs). The research is fundamental in integrating the energy technological aspects with social
fabric of communities to develop sustainable and generative decentralized energy projects. The study has devised
novel method of socio-technical model equations for existing and future MHPs assessment. These equations are used
for analysis and assessment of multiple social, economic, technical and cultural parameters of MHPs projects in
seventeen different localities in Districts Swat and Chitral, KP. We find that these projects are achieving their goals
and fulfill the criteria accounting for 65% of success. However, the projects can be developed more sustainably by
carefully relooking the social and technical design with community engagement and quality feasibilities.
Keywords: Green Energy, Hydro Power, Off-grid Energy, Socio-Technical System, Rural Electrification

1. Introduction
To gauge the development of any country in agricultural, health, commercial and industrial sectors of economy, or
living standard of people, electricity is the determine factor. The sustainability of any major economic activity is
impossible without ample, reliable and cost-effective supply of electrical energy. Energy serves regional development,
employment generation and poverty eradication [1]. The lack of energy access provokes poverty, particularly in remote
areas where the opportunities of socio-economic development are already scarce [2]. There is estimation that, about
one-fourth of the total world’s population, that amounts about 2 billion people, has unfortunately no access to electric
power whereas one half don’t have access to clean cooking fuel [2]. In such situation, developing economies are
devising policies for penetration of decentralized energy projects in its remote rural communities. However, the
decentralized model interacts with the social values in significant different ways, impacting each other in degenerative
and generative manner. In Pakistan, in northern western province of KP, multiple projects of hydel power in the rages
of kilowatts have been implemented by different organizations. These projects have both success and failures stories
which are actively debated on different forums. This paper reveals the underlying magic of successful projects and
in-depth analysis of failures of others.
_____________
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 to 1.3 discusses about MHPs, Section 1.4 discusses sociotechnical system, Section 2 discusses the methodology of the study along with mathematical model, Section 3
discusses the results and computations of the equations and the final section 4 concludes the paper. The annexure has
the snippets of the database developed.
1.1 Details of MHPs in KP
KP province has enormous hydro power potential which, if exploited, in a systematic and planned way, can fulfill its
energy needs on long term basis in a sustainable manner [3]. KP has about half of Pakistan’s total hydropower potential
i.e. 30 GW out of 60 GW [1]. Unfortunately, 3.8 GW of the total potential has been tapped so far to produce electricity.
The future projects of 3.9 GW are in pipeline. The energy projects involve many MHPs to produce cheap and green
electricity on small, mostly installed in the northern mountainous areas of KP. The government of KP has implemented
356 MHPs and another project of 1200 MHPs is in pipeline. But unfortunately, many of these projects are facing
failures (or high rate depletion) due to certain reasons. These projects are community based i.e. when these projects
are funded, commissioned, installed and fully functional, the ownership or looking after of these MHPs is given to the
local community. For MHP operation, some people are trained for O&M, who then have to identify and repair minor
issues on spot or in case of major issues, they have to contact the manufacturing firm for help. There is also a
community share in these projects in two ways. Either they donate the project financially i.e. 20% of the total cost of
the project or they help in building the MHP by providing labor or transport services. This is called as sweat equity
that gives the community a sense of ownership.
1.2 Understanding MHPs
The term MHP is used for various ranges of power capacities and design structures. But generally, MHPs’ are
considered under the hydro power projects whose energy generation capacity ranges from 5 KW to 100 KW [4]. MHP
has the positive edge of being made on small streams, canals and rivers in the hilly areas. The requirement of storage
of water or building a dam is not necessary in this technology. Water is only diverted from a river through a channel
towards the power plant. The water after being used to run a turbine can again meet the same river without any loss.
It requires no combustion of fuel or gas but just runs on natural water. The main parts of MHP are:
Plant Layout: The total power channel length is about 1500-1800 ft. Water from stream is diverted by means of
random rubble shaped masonry. For the protection of a channel during flash blood, an agate intake with facilities for
sluicing is also proposed [5].
Fore bay Tank: After the water channel is situated a fore bay tank which is located at the head of penstock pipe that
supplies water regularly at a constant head. The fore bay serves as a reservoir for the turbines. Its primary functions
are to serve as settling area for water borne desires to provide storage for the periods of low flow or increased demand
of power water will allowed into the fore bay through a notch type opening made in the right-side concrete wall.
Penstock: Between the fore bay tank and the turbine is a pipe called the penstock. It is made of mild steel. All joints
are fixed either with nut bolts or welded together carefully.
Power House: The power house building is the place where electricity is generated. This building provides space for
one or more turbines coupled with generators. Water used by the turbine discharges back in to the canal through tail
race channel.
Turbine and Generator: The water from the fore bay tank to the penstock enters the turbine, located in the power
house building. The pressured water turns the blades of the turbine (it may be of different size and type) which in turn
runs the generator (installed according to the turbine’s capacity). Both of these are either attached using a belt or they
are gears driven. A turbine may have one or two generators. This driving mechanism generates the electricity.
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The Components of the MHP can be seen in fig 1.

Fig. 1. The components of MHP. Source: Google Images

1.3 Understanding the Problems of MHPs
Some of the problems in these projects according to our surveys and literature review are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The communities have difficulties in raising funds.
Lacking members with adequate knowledge, experience and skills to be able to participate in the project.
The project, once functional, is handed over to the person on whose land the power plant is built, so he becomes
the owner. He in turn uses it as a business.
The tariffs are quite high then the one government has kept. The original per KWh price is 2 to 4 PKR, while in
some areas it’s being sold at 8 to 10 PKR. So the people cannot afford it.
The operators of some of the MHPs are illiterate. Some of them are not well trained. Even some of the operators
do not have any idea about MHP mechanism.
The turbines used in the MHPs are all local made i.e. made in Mardan city, KP, Pakistan. The quality is not of
standard. There are frequent problems of blades, bearings and belts.
There are no MHPs that we surveyed, which has transformer or Electronic Load Controllers (ELCs). That’s why
very high fluctuation in electricity.
Since the MHPs produce low amount of power that’s why electric heating and cooking is not possible at some
places. So the locals still go to the forests and cut woods illegally to cater their needs. That is a complete failure
of being a green energy project.
In some areas, the MHPs are prone to the floods and other natural disasters as there is no precautionary mechanism
built. Once affected by disaster, the plant takes quite a while to get functional again.
Last but not the least, there is no periodic check by authorities on the projects after they start working.

1.4 Socio-Technical System
A socio-technical system is a system that works on the interaction between the social behavior and technological
aspects of any project. Only concentrating on the technical part of the projects has mostly been a failure so in our case
the term socio-technical can be elaborated as: technical, in a sense that the energy system must deliver energy, in an
effective way technologically, but also social, in a sense that people should also contribute for that energy to be
effectively delivered as an energy service. So, socio-technical system model that we have devised, which covers the
relationship between the social and technical variables of the MHP projects and gives success and failure rate equations
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by our analysis & calculations. This system in turn helps us to find the relevant solution for the mentioned problems
using the variables that affects these projects the most.

2. Methodology
As this is a socio-technical project, the methodology designed for the project can be seen in fig2.

Fig. 2. Methodology of Our Research

As literature review is the core of any research, so we studied the work of people from around the globe and
concentrated more on the Asian countries where energy provision is low or scarce. This enabled us to identify
sociotechnical variables from which a questionnaire was developed. After visiting sites of MHPs in various districts
of Swat, KP and Chitral, KP, datasets were made from the data collected using the questionnaires and then uploaded
to a database (can be seen in annexure) designed for the project. The technical part of the survey was conducted from
the operators of the MHPs and the organizations linked to it, while the household part was conducted from the local
community of the area where MHP was installed. Following that, analysis started on the data to devise a sociotechnical
model.
The socio-technical equations were derived using the Truth Tables and Karnaugh Maps (K Maps) approach. A truth
table is basically a mathematical table used in logic, specifically in connection with propositional calculus, Boolean
algebra and Boolean functions. This table outputs the functional values of the logical equations on each functional
argument. The K-map is a method introduced by Maurice Karnaugh in 1953 that simplifies Boolean algebra equations
without extensive calculations by taking advantage of humans' pattern-recognition capability [Wikipedia]. The
Boolean results are transferred from a truth table onto a two-dimensional grid, the K-map. Groups of 1s or 0s are
identified and then simplified equations are made.
The model was made using FGDs on the ideas and data collected in the surveys and then through truth tables and Kmaps. The points learned in surveys were discussed in light of the literature review and the variables were selected for
devising the model. Afterwards, truth tables and K-maps were used to devise the socio-technical equations. The
equations are made up of following variables:
Water Flow, Canal Dimensions, Transformers, Rated Power, Operational Power, Workforce Skills, Sediments,
Floods, Land Sliding, Snow fall, Earthquake, Rated Efficiency, Infrastructure, Operated Efficiency, Fluctuation, HH
Connected, Overloading, Turbine Failure, Generator Failure, Short Circuit, Unpaid Bills, Grid Electrification,
Operating Hours, Tariff, MHP used as business.
These variables were then put in truth tables. Extreme cases were taken in account i.e. 0 and 1 which refers to 0% to
100% of a variable. The output of every table was simplified using K-maps. The equations devised are for Fluctuation,
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Generator Failure, Usage by people, Output of MHP, Disaster and finally from all of the mentioned equations MHP
Status. MHP Status calculates the final status of the MHP in percentage.
The socio-technical equations are as under:

Fluctuation = (HH*Overloading)*(1-Transformer)

(1)

Generator Failure =

(2)

Usage = Operating Hours * (

)

(3)

Output =Water Flow * Operating Efficiency * Skillful Operator
1

1

Disaster = Σ (Flood, Earthquake, Land Sliding,

(4)
)

(5)

MHP Status =
(6)

1For

(f(x) <=1)

All values are in a scale of 0 -> 1 (as in %)

Now let’s discuss the equations. The term Fluctuation refers the power surges, spikes and voltage fluctuations in the
electricity supplied by the MHP to the households and other places. Generator Failure refers to the proneness of the
generator installed in MHP to get short circuited or heat up or more specifically fails to do the job and then needs a
repair. Then the term Usage refers to the usage of the MHP by the people to whom the electricity is being provided
by that MHP. For example, if there is a supply of national grid to the area where the MHP is installed, and further the
MHP has problems like fluctuations, high tariff rates or load shedding, then the people will switch to the national grid
for comfort and reliability. The term Output covers a wide range of output which is not confined to only the output in
amperes or voltage. It covers the dimensions of Water Flow to the MHP, Operating Efficiency of the plant and also
the Skill of the operator who is maintaining and running the MHP. The Disaster is the proneness of the MHP to the
naturally occurring calamities like land sliding, flooding, earthquakes etc which also results in the demolishing of the
infrastructure of the electricity provision that includes electricity poles and wires etc. The last term MHP Status then
computes the final status of the MHP that whether the MHP is a success or failure by calculating the values of all the
previous equations by the given equation.
Scripts of these equations are written in MATLAB and Python (for speedy computation in case of large number of
MHPs) to test the results and statuses of the MHPs by inputting the data from the database. The results of these
computations can be seen in section 3 of this paper.

3. Results
This section shows the graphs/plots of different variables and equations from the equations devised in section 2 using
MATLAB Code.
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Fig. 3. MATLAB Graphs of Equations

Fig. 4. MATLAB Graph of MHP Status

Having a look at figures 3 and 4 it is quite easy to understand the computation of the equations. Figure 3 shows the
results of the individual equations in each plot by inputting the data of every MHP surveyed. There are four plots in
the graphs that are Fluctuation, Generator Failure, MHP Usage, MHP output (from equation 1 to 4). These terms are
plotted in y-axis whose values are in percentage. All of these plots are plotted against survey no. i.e. the survey of
each MHP in x-axis. The terms and the working of every equation are discussed in the end of section 2. Figure 4
Shows the final status of every MHP that whether the MHP is a success or failure by calculating the values of all the
previous equations’ plots by the given equation no. 6. The MHPs whose statuses are calculated to be more than 50%
are considered to be a success. The MHPs whose statuses are greater than 70% are working in best condition while
the ranges from 50% to 70% are in the state of depletion at certain rates. The statuses of MHPs less than 50% are either
depleting at a very high pace or completely deteriorated. The MHP no. 3 and 11 does not show any result because the
data to compute the status was not enough as they were brand new and were at ideal stage. They can be computed
before the MHP is even installed but that needs a preliminary survey report or data, which in our case was not available.
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4. Conclusion & Future Work
Today, people literally inhabit energy systems. They live with, in, through and around energy. The living standard of
the people of rural/remote areas is improved by generation of electricity by renewable resources, which has direct and
indirect impact on improvements in health, education, crop processing, domestic, commercial, small scale industries,
irrigation and agriculture [18].
As discussed that when we only have the technological and fiscal aspects in our energy policies, those policies might
not go too far with success. So based on this study, there should be a mixture of both social and technological aspects
in policies. That is why the socio-technical model generation for the rural areas MHP projects will help to get the
parameters and variable that affects the success of such projects and mostly end up in a failure. The studies and
mathematical models from our research will also help many other current and future sustainable energy projects in
achieving success. It will not only restrict to rural but also urban and even for international projects.
The struggle is to find more technical and social factors that affect these projects. This can be achieved by conducting
more surveys, interviews and literature review. More surveys will also make the results more accurate. One other team
working on this project, are devising an Artificial Neural network (ANN) for patterns and variable effectiveness on the
collected data. This work of both the teams can also be extended to other renewable green resources projects like solar,
wind energy etc. and study their status in socio-technical nature.
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Annexure A
The pictures below show the snippets of the Entity Relationship diagrams of our technical and household
databases.
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Annexure B
The pictures were captured during surveys of different MHPs at Swat Pakistan.
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Abstract
The life quality of communities in mountainous regions remote from cities and grid connectivity could be improved
by reliable and affordable electrification without compromising the erosion of their environment and culture by
designing the system in sustainable manner. In the north of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, mini micro hydro power projects
are installed for electrifications. The social fabric is highly interwoven with economic and technological aspects of
energy which may enhance or degrade the social value prepositions of decentralized energy system. This paper based
on triple helix model of government, industry and academia, presents in-depth socio-technical analysis of two micro
hydro power projects in Kalam Valley, District Swat KP. In District Swat several micro-hydropower projects
(MHPPs) have been installed by various government and non-governmental organizations using diverse set of
planning and operational mechanisms, technical design and social structure for community’s engagement. Quantitative
and qualitative analysis of two MHPPs installed at two different locations in Kalam valley were considered as case
studies. The analysis includes different indicators; social, economic, enterprise level engagement, technical design,
operational mechanism and operators’ skill level for socio-technical assessment. The results indicate that these
decentralized energy projects have resulted in significant social value creations for the communities. The projects have
positively impacted health and education sectors. The availability of electric lights at evening and night time has
extended the hours of reading and work-time. The teacher’s attendance and students’ enrollment is improved by 40%
and 13%, respectively. Two clinics and three new disease diagnostic laboratories has opened which is utilizing the
power from these MHPPs. The energy produced has increased economic activities opening up new business ventures
and increased working opportunities. The clean energy generations have reduced utilities of wood and kerosene as
alternative fuels. These energy projects have ensured the access of clean affordable and reliable energy with
significant social values for domestic and commercial consumers.
© 2018 Ahmad Amin, Maoz, Noor Muhammad, Saddam Ali, Abdul Basit, Tanvir Ahmad. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of
Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Electrification; Sustanability; Micro-hydropower; Socio-technical
1. Introduction
In modern civilization, energy is the key enabler of quality living and improved economies. The rapidly growing
population and increasing energy dependent socio-economic activities have increased the energy thirst of human’s
society. The sustainable development agenda of 21st century could not be achieved without provision of affordable and
green energy. Most of the population living in the rural areas from different parts of the world is deprived of energy
access. It has been reported that about 1.6 billion people from rural areas in the world are living without electrical
energy [1]. The energy system faces multiple challenges in energy provision to remote rural communities due to its
specific features as low per square kilometer density, distance from national grids, lower per capita income, lower
purchase power, structure of energy markets and condition of energy infrastructure. The alternative methods used for
decades include use of gasoline, wood and diesel generators, which are not sustainable in terms of its cost, operational
and maintenance issues, and environmental impacts [2]. Thus UN sustainable energy for all initiative and developing
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economies have opted the decentralized energy system feasible in the context of energy resources availability in
particular area to ensure energy access.
Pakistan is a developing country and from the last several years facing the energy crisis especially the electric power
shortages. This issue has been exaggerated by many factors. Energy generation with low level and high cost as
compared to energy demand has manifold the supply. The increasing population of the country demands more energy
generation. The energy misuse and overuse at demand side are the factors to be considered for this issue. The other
factors such as the line losses, mismanagement, pilferage losses, lack of political consensus and corruption have
significantly contributed to the country’s energy crisis [3]. The ongoing energy crisis, environmental degradation and
climate change issue have increased the importance of renewable energy technologies. The declining prices of
renewable energy technologies and the requirement of environmental protection has increased the transition rate of
conventional sources to renewable energy sources and are greatly expected to grow in the future [4]. The generated
electricity from renewable energy sources which includes wind, solar, hydropower and biomass etc. is clean and
causes no greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Hydropower is generating 16 percent of world’s electrical energy and is the largest source of renewable energy. The
share of hydropower is about four-fifths in the world renewable energy [5]. In Pakistan, it is estimated that more than
1200 MW is available from micro and mini hydro power potential. Almost 5 percent is being developed from the total
available potential. Only in the northern areas of Pakistan, It has been estimated that potential of 300 MW and more
than 400 MW from micro-hydro power plants exists having capacities of 100 kW and 500 kW each, respectively [6].
The hydro-power has been classified into different categories on the basis of electricity generation capacity and its
size. Different countries have different categorization as shown in table 1. 2.5-25 MW is categorized as small hydro in
India [7] whereas hydropower project less than 10MW is categorized as small hydro by the European commission [8].
According to Pakistan renewable energy policy 2006, hydro project below 50MW is termed as small hydro [9].
However, according to world-bank, mini-hydro projects have capacity between 100kW-1MW.

Table 1. Categorization of hydro power on the basis of its generation capacity
Category

Description

Reference

Small Hydro
Small Hydro
Small Hydro

2-25 MW
<10 MW
<50 MW

Micro Hydro
Mini Hydro

1-100kW
100kW-1MW

India Energy Council
European Commission
Pakistan Renewable Energy Policy
2006
World Bank
World Bank

The cheap and reliable energy could be provided by Micro-hydro power plants (MHPPs) to the rural areas especially
in the northern areas of Pakistan. The main advantage of these projects is that they can be installed on the small
streams and canals even in the hilly areas.
This study is based on the MHPP located in Kalam, which is a town of Swat district of KP province of Pakistan in the
northern mountainous areas. The primary aim of this study is the evaluation and documentation of the role of MHPP
project in the off-grid communities for electrification, entailing its technical and social impacts on the areas, leading to
the recognition of the challenges in implementation and sustainability of these projects.
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2. Location Details
The study area, Kalam valley is a far-flung area, located at 35.4902° N, 72.5796° E, with green mountains, natural
lakes, serving as a natural resort for tourists. It is home to some of the most scenic natural water streams which
provides even more potential for electricity generation than what is currently being utilized, using MHPP technology.
The 2017 census puts the population of Kalam Union council at 84,434 in 9810 households, according to bureau of
statistics [10]. The current study encompasses the electricity generation, technical challenges, and social aspect of two
MHPPs (Jungle INN 400 kW and Ashuran 1200 kW), covering a population of 22000 people and 2086 households.
Figure 1 shows a map of the water resources in the Swat district.

Fig. 1. Detailed map of District Swat

3. Methodology
Several MHPP projects have been completed in the district Swat by various organizations, employing different
planning, operations, design, and community engagement mechanisms. The methodology of the research has been
illustrated in the schematic diagram shown in the Fig. 2. The methodology comprises a detailed literature review,
focused on the operations, implementation, design and community engagement of similar projects. Following this a
site was selected for the analysis, in this case Kalam valley. The ensuing phase was rooted in the surveys and
questionnaire formulation and conduction of the surveys by visiting the plant sites and the community it electrified.
The surveys were focused on questions enlightening the technical parameters, design, funding, planning, community
involvement, and impact on the population in the area. The surveys were carried out from the plant operators,
maintenance staff, and stakeholders in the implementation of the project as well as the local community. Finally, the
results of the surveys were quantified based on five indicators encompassing the broad social impacts of the projects
on the community. These indicators include Education progress, Health, Income generation, Tourism development,
and employment opportunities creation in the area. For every indicator five questions were allotted in the survey
revolving around the basic theme of the conditions before and after the MHPP project installation.

Fig. 2. Methodology of Research
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4. Results of Survey
The survey covered various factors such as community involvement in the implementation, electricity cost to the
community and commercial buyers, maintenance mechanism, enterprise engagement, technical design, and operator’s
skill. The results of the survey envelopes the planning, operation and maintenance, and social aspects of the MHPP
projects detailed in the following section.
4.1.

Planning

The implementing agency for the project in this study was a non-governmental organization (NGO) by the name of
Sarhad Rural Support Program (SRSP), and the funding agency is European Union (EU), through Pakhtunkhwa
Energy Development Organization (PEDO), the provincial energy related agency. The Jungle Inn MHPP, initially
installed in the 1980’s, was rehabilitated in 2014 by SRSP with a funding of PKR. 40 million from EU. The Ashuran
MHPP was also planned and implemented by SRSP in collaboration and consultation with PEDO. The planning stage
activities were carried out by SRSP and PEDO, with help from local community in the construction phase.
4.2. Designing
Owing to the difficult terrain of the location where both the MHPP projects were implemented, a run of the river
design with no storage dam was the most feasible. The capacity of the turbine was based on the minimum flow rate in
the streams around the year. The non-availability of the seasonal variation data was deemed a hurdle in the optimum
design of the MHPP projects.
The turbine for the Jungle Inn was designed and fabricated by a local manufacturer by the name of Mukhtiar
Engineering Works Mardan, with no allowance and concern for a storage system. The Ashuran MHPP turbine
however, was from a Chinese manufacturer. The generators for both the MHPPs were Chinese manufactured. The lack
of storage system meant all the power produced would either be directly supplied to the community or the excess
power be dumped via Electronic Load Controllers (ELCs). However, in cases where demand surpasses the generation,
the system tripped leading to disruption of operation. Both the MHPP projects consisted of two turbines each, having
an accumulative power capacity of 1.6 MW. The technical details of both the projects are outlined in the table 2.

4.3.

MHPP

Table 2. MHPP Design Details installed at kalam
Installed Capacity (kW) Max Operational Power (kW) Head (ft)

Discharge (Cusecs)

Jungle INN

400

310

141

50

Ashuran

1200

1000

180

70

Operation and Maintenance (O&M)

The whole system of the two MHPPs operation and maintenance is overseen by an engineer with four operators. The
site engineer is responsible for the mechanical and electrical system maintenance and smooth operation, while the 4
operators; two for each MHPP were overseeing the day to day operations such as ON/OFF, intake and forebay
cleaning, turbine and component lubrication etc. The operators received a minimal training of 1 week prior to taking
charge, with on job training from the engineers.
The Jungle Inn MHPP project was wrought with technical challenges and disruptions in the period ensuing to the
implementation. Summer season, compounded by the extra load from tourists, sees an average of four disruptions per
year, caused mainly due to turbine overloading and minor failures. The minor issues are usually overcome by the
operators, however for the major faults rooted in the heavy components are sent to manufacturers for the repairs. In
winters the major problems were mostly traced to low water flow which affects generation of the MHPPs.
The implementing body SRSP, with its vast experience of MHPPs, has developed maintenance and operations manual
for the plant operators which have proved useful for avoiding damage to the plants. The plants are located in low
seismic activity areas, with no major flooding damage recorded since the 2010 floods that swept the penstock of the
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Jungle Inn MHPP. Water flow rate variations between the summers and winters are usual because of snow in the
winters. Operations have not been disrupted because of the pipe blocking because of the settling area located ahead of
the intake. Turbine overloading in summers and short circuiting in the winters is prevalent in the MHPPs. In addition,
generator failure was computed to be once every four months. The major and minor issues faced during the plants’
operation and maintenance are tabulated in the Table 3.
The minor and major issues identified during the site survey are given in the Table 3 below.
Table 3. Issues Identified in each MHPP

Site
Ashuran
MHPP
project

Turbine Model
Cross-flow T15

Turbine
Manufacturer
Chinese manufacturer

Common Issues noticed








Jungle Inn
MHPP
Project

Cross-flow T15

Local manufacturer






Coupling gear overheating
Maintenance of transformers
(usually in summers caused by
overloading)
Short circuiting (80% in winters,
20% in summer months)
Generator tripping due to extra
load
Intake mesh for sifting waste
washed off
Silting issue
Flooding with minor to no damage
recorded
Leakages (mainly in valve, and in
penstock)
Tripping issues of MCB
Monthly to weekly turbine belt
replacement due to wear and tear
Short circuiting

4.3.1. Output Power generated

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Monthly maximum, minimum and average (a) power production (b) Average power factor.

Fig. 3. is a representation of the monthly maximum, minimum and average power output, with the month wise power
output. Maximum power output is recorded in the summer months with exaggerated tourist influx. On the other hand
winter seasons do not experience any tourist activity, meaning low demand which compensates the low output of the
MHPPs resulting from flow rate reduction.
It is for this reason that the Jungle Inn MHPP is only required to operate in the summer season and dormant in the
winters. Figure 3 (a) shows the power output curve flatlining in the minimum for winter months due to shutting down.
Moreover, operating the plant at low flow rates usually results in greater maintenance issues, thus advisable to shut the
system down in winter months.
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Figure 3(b) is a representation of the power output from the Ashuran MHPP (1.2 MW) throughout the year. It is
evident from both 3(a) and 3(b) that the power factor reaches as low as 0.62 in the winters due to prevalence of
inductive loads. Operators reported that in one instance the MHPP in Ashuran had to be shut down in the winter
(January 2018) due to extremely low power factor, to avoid chances of damage to the system.
The average power factor each month at Ashuran 1.2 MW MHPP throughout the year has shown in figure 3(b). It is
observed from Fig 3(a) and 3(b) that although the power generation during the winter is less as discussed earlier but
the power factor is almost reached to 0.62, which indicates that demand of inductive load is increased during the
winters. The operator has reported that the MHPP was not in operation once due to low power factor during the month
of January, 2018.
5. Impacts of MHPPs on the community
These MHPPs have a positive impact on the rural community of Kalam region especially in the health and education
sector. The kerosene lamps used for lighting purposes has been replaced by electric bulbs. The fire-wood
consumptions are reduced by almost 15%. The availability of electric lights at evening and night time has extended the
hours of reading and work-time. The teacher’s attendance and students’ enrollment is improved by 40% and 13%,
respectively. The availability of electricity at affordable and cheaper rates has flourished the businesses and also
created new job opportunities. Two clinics and three new disease diagnostic laboratories has opened which is utilizing
the power from these MHPPs. Four automobile maintenance workshops and nine new tailor shops has also been
opened. The tariff rate before the implementation of these MHPPs was 16 PKR/unit for commercial loads while 8
PKR/unit for domestic loads. However, now the community is receiving the electricity at cheaper rates; which is 16
PKR/unit for commercial loads and 8 PKR/unit for domestic loads. The usage of diesel generators by the hotel
industries has been replaced by MHPPs generated electricity which increased their savings by almost 46%. The 16
hours load shedding reduced to 2-3 hours per day.

No. of Respondents

Five indicators were selected as shown in fig. 4, to quantify the social impacts of MHPPs which were contributing to
the overall social impact of the community. A questionnaire was developed which includes questions against each of
these indicators. The survey main objective was the determination of the social impacts before and after
implementation of these MHPPs on the community. The results of the conducted survey are based on interviews and
questionnaire which are formulated in graphs.
100
80
60
40
20
0

78

68

62

55
33

29

5

3

Health

Education
Yes

48
28

17

Income
No

12

10

Tourism

38
10

Employment
Opportuinity

Don’t know

Fig. 4. Results of Questionnaire survey

The response of percent respondents against each social indicator is shown in figure 4. The respondents of interviews
and questionnaire distributed were from diverse age group, sex and literacy level. The overall response from the
sample has showed positive impacts of these MHPPs on the community. The questions asked in questionnaire and
interviews from the community showed that all the social indicators have higher percentage of positive response.
62% of respondents gave affirmative response in case of improvement in health while small percentage i.e. only 5%
gave negative response. The availability of clinics and medical technicians, increase in number of diagnostics
laboratories were the reasons of sample affirmative response in overall health improvement as indicated in figure
5(a). The locals from the community used to travel to adjoining cities for these medical tests before the
implementation of these MHPPs. In education, 68% of the respondents gave affirmative response; 3% responded
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negative while 29% respondents gave neutral response. Figure 5(b) shows the overall improvement in teachers’ and
students attendance in education institutes. Previously teachers from adjoining regions were reluctant to come and
stay at schools having no availability of electric facilities.
The progression in the overall income of the respondents has shown in figure 4. More than half of respondents (55%)
have agreed in the improvement of their income. The reason for the progression in the income is the availability of
affordable electricity to do business activities and also household chores. The availability of electricity has extended
the working hours during evening and night time. Also, the fuel i.e. wood, petrol, diesel and kerosene oil
consumption for lighting, heating and cooking purposes have been significantly reduced due to the electricity from
MHPPs.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Impacts of MHPPs on community (a) Health and (b) Education.

The tourism has also increased significantly after the implementation of MHPPs as indicated in figure 4. The
availability of electricity has made it possible for the hotels to provide better facilities i.e. room heating, water
heating and other facilities related to electric power. Also, 48% of the respondents affirmatively responded that the
business opportunities are created results in the employment opportunities like hotel industry, electrical shops and
local mechanical shops.
6. Conclusion
The technical analysis of the MHPPs has shown that major challenges are the maintenance and repair of electromechanical components. The good quality and standardized components i.e. belts and bearings of turbine, gear
coupling and circuit breakers, should be stocked for the reliable operation of these MHPPs. The water flow rate
seasonal variations should be critically considered in the designing phase to mitigate the problem of disruptions in the
intermittent power supply. Proper trainings and knowledge should be given to the operators to know about the microhydro power systems. Capacity building of the locals is an important factor; they should be motivated and
encouraged to implement their own micro hydro systems.
The socio-technical analysis has shown that the installation of micro hydro power projects in these rural areas with
poverty and accessibility problems can enhance comfort of accomplishing diverse functioning remarkably. The
overall social impact of the community has been reflected through the analysis of different social indicators and the
improvement is quite significant. The availability of electricity has improved the conditions and resources of studying
and that, in turn, has enhanced the level of education significantly as indicated by improvements in the enrollments of
students as well as the attendance of teachers. Reduction of indoor smoke and improved hygiene has also been
attained by the extinction of fossil fuels for lighting and heating rooms and water. Moreover, the number of female
asthma patients has also been significantly reduced. Similarly, due to significant improvements in health care
services, their cost has also been reduced, ultimately providing real and tangible opportunities for having good health.
The community access to means of communication and interaction and the overall standard of living has been
enhanced significantly. The capability of accessing to comfort has been expanded greatly. The participation in social
life has been increased as the project has promoted the public energy services. The working hours of the locals have
been extended by 3-4 hours. The business opportunities and employment opportunities with extended work hours have
been significantly increased. The utilization of these small renewable energy projects has positive impact as the local
communities have energy access in affordable and greener way. The project is guaranteeing sustainability
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economically, technically, environmentally and socially.
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Abstract
The Nanoscience is about controlling and manipulating atoms and molecules to produce materials with desired
properties with desired outputs. Nanotechnology has turned up comprehensively since last few decades and possesses
mammoth and sound application in almost every field including medical science, engineering, and energy production
on a small and a larger scale through the use of various Tribo-electric Nano Generators TENG. There is an immense
need to identify research areas in the fields of Energy, Environment, medical and other fields as well to meet energy and
other future demands. The production of efficient and economical products in the fields of Energy and environment is a
hot topic in Nano researchers. Nanoscience can improve the performance of solar cells, fuel cells, Energy production,
and simultaneously tackle environmental issues. This review contains the application of Nanotechnology in energy and
environment especially focused on Electrospun Nanofibers. Though there are several methods to produce Nanofibers,
Electrospinning is a most widely used method. The application includes Electrospun Nanofibrous membrane for water
Filtration, Air Filtration, Energy Storage Devices, and Fuel Cells.

© 2018 "Insert names of Authors here." Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group
(EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.
Keywords: Nano Technology; Energy; Environment; Fibers; Filtration.

1. Introduction
The previous decade has been proved as an emerging decade of Nanotechnology. Almost each and every technology
from medicine, physics, chemistry, Environment, Water, and Engineering have found their applications in the form of
Nanotechnology [1]. Nanotechnology is understood as technology at Nanoscale or technology with atomic-level
precision. Basically, it is controlling structure of materials at atomic or Nano level to achieve desired properties of
materials in different fields. The term Nanofiber is defined as a fiber that has a diameter of less than 1mm or fiber having
a diameter of less than 100nm. The high surface to volume ratio, high porosity, high electrical and thermal conductivity,
more strength at very thin scales are some of the advantages of Nanotechnology has over other materials. These
properties are required in almost every field nowadays [2].
Nanofibers have applications in effective membrane material because they possess high connected porosity, light in
weight and more active surface area. Beside interconnected porosity a fascinating property of nano-fiber, we can also
control the size of pores as well [3]. Such control over material structure such as membrane leads o high separation
performance. A number of the membrane such as ultra-filtration, Nano-filtration, adsorption, membrane distillation,
Micro-filtration is already developed using the above technology [4].

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +0-000-000-0000 ; fax: +0-000-000-0000
E-mail address: author@institute.xxx
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Nanotechnology is ensuring unique solutions and opportunities for sustainable energy and environment sector. Materials
with such high precision porosity and strength are highly desirable in the field of energy and environment. The polymeric
Nanofibers can be produced with different techniques some of those techniques are Electrospinning, Nanolithography,
Template synthesis, Drawing, Phase separation, and Self-assembly [5].

Fig. 1. Nanotechnology applications

2. Electrospinning
Electrospinning is considered as one of the best methods to produced fibers at the Nanoscale. The electrospinning
method is much simpler, economical and its production rate is higher compared to other methods. In addition to that
electrospun fibers are friendlier when mixed with additives, Nanoparticles, and bioactive agents [6]. The electrospinning
process involves a polymer solution and a high voltage source. The function of high voltage is to overcome the surface
tension of the polymer solution and that causes the polymer to break into small electro spun Nanofibers. A roller collector
is used to collect the electro-spun product, sometimes a stationary collector can be used as well [7].

Fig. 2. The working of Electro Spinning machine.

3. Energy and Environment issues
Environmental issues are increasing at a very fast rate in developing countries like Pakistan. We are completely
dependent on our finite fossil fuel reserves. These fossil fuels are a major cause of rising global temperature, a melt of
ice and sudden changes in weather which causes natural disasters [8]. Air and water are the two main sources which are
mostly affected by greenhouse gas emissions. The freshwater problem has become a global issue nowadays. It is
predicted that more than half of the world population will face a freshwater shortage by 2025 [9].
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4. Use of Nanofibers in Energy
The electrospun Nanofibers have very important utilization in the field of energy and environment. Many reviews have
been published by different researchers on the use of Nanofibers in the energy side. Some of the major areas are
discussed here [10].

Fig. 3. The growing carbon footprint [31]

4.1 Filtration
World major cities and urban areas are facing serious air and water challenges due to air and water pollution. Filters are
used to remove the hazardous particles from water and air. The different mechanism has been defined for fiber base
filters to remove the particles [11]. The principal is simple large particles will be blocked by filter surface and small
particles will be blocked by fibers within filter structure. The fibers of filter catch small particles using static electrical
attraction, impaction, and interception mechanism. Brownian motion effect can also be used to catch small particles
using fibers [12].
4.1.1

Electro-Spun Nano Fibers Membrane for Water Filtration

Freshwater is a very limited commodity these days. Industries and human development have reduced water quality and
quantity to a great extent. A number of technologies are used to get water from waste, briny, and salt water. Some
traditional ways like filtration, sedimentation, distillation, and treatment with chlorine are also extensively used to purify
water [13, 14, and 15]. Conservative membrane used for water filtration has a very suitable substitute in the form of
nano-fiber membranes. The nano-fiber membrane is more effective than their counterpart because their porosity is
almost around 80% which is very sufficient. And that also makes them more suitable candidature for microfiltration,
sub-micron, fully interconnected open pore structure, controllable pore size distribution and hence they have higher
permeability for water filtration [16-20].

Fig. 4. The key steps in scale formation onto RO membrane surface over time
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Potable water is usually filtered using microfiltration technique. However, wastewater requires separation of bacteria
and suspended micro-particles. Micro-filtration is pressure based sieving based filtration technology and it is able to
remove particles in the liquid environment up to the scale of micron to sub-micron [21-23]. The material which is
basically polymer for micro-filtration and ultra-filtration is mostly polysulfone, polyacrylonitrile, polyvinylidene
fluoride, polyacrylonitrile, polyvinyl chloride, and copolymers. Including all these materials micro-filtration also uses
cellulose acetate-cellulose nitrate blends, and nylons [24].
4.1.2

Air Filtration

Another area where Nano-fiber has footprint is air filtration and nano-fiber membranes for air filtration have been in use
since last few decades. A great deal of work among researchers is also going on to improve the performance of air filter
membranes. With the industrial revolution and advancement in technology has also provided us with new sources of air
and water pollution with many complications. Hence, it has become very important to reduce such large-scale pollution
with efficient technology to save something better for our future generations to come [25-27].
It has been proven theoretically and experimentally that electrospun Nanofibers are very efficient at filtration of
Nanoparticles from the air. This particle may range from 0.5 to 200μm. It was efficient when a thin layer of electrospun
nano-fiber was sprayed onto a porous substrate to eliminate the particle penetration. The aerosol filtration and air flow
resistance properties correlate with the add-on weight of the coating of electrospun fiber. This electro spun Nanofibers
are less vulnerable to moisture diffusion that is the key property for protection. A comparative study has shown that a
Naylon-6 electrospun membrane with thickness was 100μm and pore size was 0.24μm and other a commercial highefficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter whose thickness was 500μm and pore size was 1.7μm were both tested and
shown that Nano-fiber membrane has slightly higher efficiency than HEPA [28,29 and 30].
Dust is a solid material whose diameter is less than 500mm. The sources can be swept from the soil or pollution from
industries such as cement factories and so on. Dust can be a reason for respiratory diseases such as Asthma and longterm exposure can be deadly as well. The glass filter is the conventional approach for air filtration and works well for
industrial pollution. But with the passage of time this technology gets deteriorate and deposited material on glass causes
a reduction in air passage [31].
But nano-fiber membrane for the air filter is more efficient as it has smaller pore size so it can capture dust particles at
its surface hence dust accumulated at the surface can be removed easily through different mechanisms. Other
technologies such as glass-based membrane do not possess such qualities [32-35].
The circulating contaminates in enclosed building such as hospitals, schools, and universities can be the more serious
cause of disease and health issues. It is termed as ‘sick building syndrome’. In this syndrome, the residents of the
building, feel nauseous. In hospitals, there must be antimicrobial filters that counter the viruses and germs from
spreading through the air circulation system. A potential solution for the indoor air filtration is nano-fiber membranes.
Because they not only capture the contaminants in the building circulation system but also allow more air to pass through
and this is because of their high surface area and porosity [36-40].

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of Air passing through Nanostructured Membrane
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The Fuel Cell
The fuel cells are also termed as an electrochemical engine of the future. The fuel cell can convert the chemical energy
of hydrogen or methanol into electrical energy. This technology is renewable and methanol and hydrogen can be
produced using renewable technology such as solar and wind. The fuel cell comprises of four major parts which include
the bipolar plates, gas diffusion layer, a catalyst layer, and Nafion membrane [41].
The current produced flows through GDL and bipolar plates and collected by the current collector. However, Protonic
membrane only allows the protons to pass through. Whenever a proton passes through the membrane a water molecule
may also go along with a proton to another side of the membrane which is usually cathode. If water passes with proton
with higher volume that reduces the performance of the cell to a great extent. Hence membrane of fuel cell becomes
very important for the fuel cell to work well with the passage of time. The porosity and size of pores become dominant
again and Nafion is considered to be the best Nano-fiber electrospun membrane yet tested for fuel cell technology. The
gas diffusion layer is also porous in structure hence GDL performance also depends on the electrospun technology [42].

Fig. 6. The fuel cell membrane

4.2 Energy storage
It is well-established fact that renewable energy comes along with conservation and storage of energy without them it’s
not of much use to society. Many electrochemical devices have been studied for storage of energy for later use. The
reversible insertion of molecules in the material for storage of lithium ions is used due to its potentially large operational
voltage window, high energy density, fast power capability, safety, and long cycle life. The storage process is complex
and associated with losses because it needs to be converted into another form before storing it [43].
The rechargeable lithium-ion battery is the current trending topic among researchers. Through electrospun products,
there is strong possibility that stability and performance of battery can be enhanced. Nanomaterials have a special task
for energy storage devices by improving Nanostructured electrodes. Nanostructured materials come into account due to
their large specific surface area which will set up immersion of the volume changes due to the smaller number of atoms
in the Nanograins of the electrodes. Also, increased access of Li to the alloy-forming metal particles and short diffusion
path length for Li-ions will facilitate enhanced electrode kinetics, solid electrolyte interphase formation, and currentrate capability [44].
5. Conclusion
It is widely accepted now that electrospun Nanofibers have replaced almost every conventional technique for the use in
energy and environment area. The membrane made by electrospun is more advanced, controllable, and economical as
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compared to their other counterparts. The special edge that elects spun has over other technologies that structure of
electrospun products can be controlled up to the desired level and that makes them more suitable for any application in
energy and environment.
Electrospun technology is easy to use and handle. And it offers a variety of products in almost different areas of the
energy sector including fuel cells. The Nanofibers produced for energy and environment using electrospun technology
has been more efficient and economical than other technologies. The membrane produced have a longer lifespan due to
their structural edge and they perform well under harsh conditions as well. So this study suggests that use of electrospun
Nanofibers would be very useful or even beneficial for energy and environment sector.
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Abstract
Adsorption cooling is an encouraging technology which has minimum dependence on the conventional energy source.
Adsorption cooling systems can be operated on raw heat source preferably via solar radiations and/or low-grade waste
heat. These are systems are energy efficient and sustainable for providing a cooling effect for various applications. In
addition, these are environment-friendly and safe for an ecosystem. The adsorption process is embedded in these
systems, which is the interactions between adsorbent and refrigerant. Thus, information of adsorption equilibrium by
adsorbent-refrigerant pairs is important from the viewpoint of thermodynamic performance of adsorption systems.
Therefore, adsorption equilibrium by various adsorbents (i.e. activated carbons (AC), silica gel, Metal Organic
Frameworks, zeolite and composites adsorbents) onto different types of refrigerants (i.e. water, ethanol, methanol,
carbon dioxide) has been critically reviewed. Consequently, fundamentals of adsorption cooling are discussed from the
viewpoint of adsorption equilibrium. For instance, a comparison has been made among different adsorbent-refrigerant
pairs on the bases of adsorption isotherms. Physical properties of the adsorbents (e.g. surface area, pore size, scanning
electron microscopy images) are also reviewed, to theoretically optimize the adsorbent-refrigerant pairs. According to
the review findings, activated carbons possessed huge potential in the development of energy-efficient adsorption
cooling system. In addition, AC of type Maxsorb-III is found the relatively better candidate among the studied adsorbents
which can give maximum specific cooling energy when ethanol is the working adsorbate.
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Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of
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review.
1. Introduction
Adsorption cooling system works in a cyclic process which consists of an evaporator, condenser, adsorption beds
(thermal compressor), and expansion valve as shown in Fig. 1. The thermal compressor is operated by solar thermal
energy or waste heat. Thus, pose less threat to the environment or ecosystem. Combination of adsorbent and refrigerant
pair greatly impact the adsorption cooling systems performance. Thus, adsorbent should possess large micropores and
surface area for good adsorption affinity between the adsorbent and refrigerant, thus give high adsorption equilibrium
capacity. A wide variety of adsorbent refrigerant pairs is available which are being employed for adsorption cooling
systems applications. Some of them are AC-ethanol, AC-methanol, AC-R134a, zeolite-water composite-water and silica
gel-water etc.
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In this study, the adsorption equilibrium capacities of various adsorbent refrigerant pairs and their thermodynamic
performance concerning the specific cooling energy (SCE), refrigeration capacity and coefficient of performance (COP)
are reported.

Cooling water inlet

Cooling water Outlet

Throttling device
Chilled water inlet Chilled water outlet

Bed

Desorption

Evaporator

Adsoerption bed

Condenser

Desoerption bed

Hot water inlet
Cooling water inlet

Bed

Cooling water outlet
Hot water outlet

Fig. 1. Working components of two-bed adsorption cooling system.

2. Adsorbents
2.1. Activated carbon (AC)
AC based adsorbents are most common physical adsorbents which are available in the different forms like), activated
carbon fiber (ACF), spherical activated carbons (SAC), granular activated carbon (GAC) and activated carbon powder
(ACP). The refrigerants pairs for the activated carbons are ethanol, methanol, CO2, nitrogen, R134a, R32, and R507 etc.
Activated carbon adsorbents possess high surface area and pore volume that comparable to other adsorbents like zeolite
and silica gel. Thus, these adsorbents are extensively studied by researchers. El-Sharkawy et al [1-2] investigates the
ethanol adsorption behavior over AC type Maxsorb III and its two surface treated (KOH treated and H2 treated) variant
samples. Gravimetrically analyzed adsorption isotherms of these studied adsorbents shows that Maxsorb III-H2 treated
sample adsorbent gives improved adsorption equilibrium capacity of 1.23 kg/kg as compared to parent Maxsorb III
having the ethanol uptake of 1.20 kg/kg. While kinetics of the Maxsorb III-KOH treated sample shows fast kinetic than
the other two samples. Similarly, El-Sharkawy et al [3] investigate two ACs adsorbents of type activated charcoal and
Maxsorb III, while using methanol as a refrigerant. Methanol adsorption uptake of Maxsorb III is about 1.162 kg/kg, at
evaporator and adsorber temperature of 15 °C and 20 °C, respectively, represented in Fig 2. While activated charcoal
has adsorption uptake of 0.668 kg/kg, which is about 1.76 times lower than the Maxsorb-III. COP and SCE of these
assorted pairs, evaluated through time independent model, is compared with other AC-methanol pairs. Maxsorb IIImethanol pair gives greater performance over others because it has a higher COP and SCE of 0.78 and 640 kJ/kg,
respectively. Saha et al. [4] experimentally measure the equilibrium adsorption uptake of R134a refrigerant on to AC
Maxsorb III. The experimental data shows the saturated adsorption concentration of R134a for Maxsorb III is 2.1 kg kg1
as shown in Fig 2. As compared to Maxsorb-134a pair, Maxsorb III-R134a pair has greater concentration difference
for the specific operating adsorption cycle conditions.
ACF characteristics are superior to GAC in term of large surface area, ease of packing and fast kinetics. Hamamoto et
al. [5-6] measures the adsorption behavior and cycle performance of methanol onto two ACF namely FX-400 and KF1000. FX-400 and KF-1000 have maximum methanol adsorption of 0.434 kg/kg and 0.307 kg/kg up to saturated
pressure, respectively. Former adsorbent has 30% higher adsorption capacity. ACF- methanol pair founds to be more
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suitable then ACF-water pair. Performance of ACF-methanol adsorption cooling cycle concerning COP and SCE are
evaluated with different inlet temperatures of chill, cold and hot water cycle. The system shows good performance if the
temperature at the inlet of chilling water is lower than -15 °C. El-Sharkawy et al [7] studied two type of ACF absorbents
namely ACF (A-15) and ACF (A-20) and adsorption isotherms of these adsorbent are measured using ethanol as
refrigerant. Ethanol adsorption uptake of ACF (A-20) 0.8 kg/kg for evaporator temperature of 10 °C and pressure up to
saturated pressure, which is significantly greater than A-15-ethanol pair of 0.59 kg/kg. Saha et al [8] experimentally
measures R134a equilibrium adsorption concentration on to GAC type SRD 1352/3 and ACF type A20 by using
magnetic suspension balance. Experimental maximum R134a adsorption capacity of A-20 and SRD 1352/3 is about 1.2
kg/kg and 0.95 kg/kg for the 30.2°C and 26.8°C of adsorption temperatures, respectively, as shown in Fig 2. Ideal cycle
analysis for the assorted pair show slightly better performance of ACF adsorbent than GAC in term of SCE and COP.
Askalany et al. [9] measured the equilibrium adsorption uptakes of granular activated carbon-R134a pair by test rig
apparatus Experiments are conducted for the temperature range of 25-65 °C. At 25 °C adsorption temperature, the
studied pair gives adsorption uptake of 1.68 kg/kg after 1000s.
El-Sharkawy et al [10] investigate phenol resin-based spherical activated carbon treated with two different proportion
of potassium hydroxide (KOH) 4 and 6. These two variant samples KOH4-PR and KOH6-PR possess a high surface
area of 3060 m2/g and 2910 m2/g, respectively. Gravimetrically analyzed ethanol adsorption equilibrium uptakes shows
that both adsorbents possess high adsorption uptake value of 1.43 kg/kg for KOH4-PR and 2.1 kg/kg for KOH6-PR as
shown in Fig 2. Whilst KOH4-PR shows fast kinetics than KOH6-PR. The same series of adsorbent namely (SAC-2)
was investigated for R-32 refrigerant by Sultan et al. [11]. The adsorption uptakes of the selected pair were about 2.34
kg/kg. It was reported to have highest adsorption equilibrium uptake for R-32 on to any adsorbent.
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Fig. 2 Adsorption isotherms of (a) Ethanol (b) Methanol (c) R134a and (d) R32 onto various activated carbons at adsorption
temperature of 30 °C. X-axis, Adsorption uptake of refrigerant [kg/kg]; Y-axis, Pressure [kPa].
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2.2. Silica gel
Silica gel adsorbent has been extensively studied for adsorption cooling and water desalination due to its high thermal
stability and low desorption temperature. Saha et al. [12] adopted a three-bed strategy for silica gel-water based chiller
concerning to increase the performance of the adsorption cycle. This strategy effectively utilized the low-temperature
heat source of the range 60-95 °C. The system COP will reach 0.38 for, cool water inlet, desorption and chill water inlet
temperatures of 30, 80 and 14 °C. For these operating conditions, the chilled water outlet will be 6 °C. Also, it increases
the heat recovery of the system of about 0.35 as compared to two-bed adsorption chillers. Miyazaki et al. [13] allocate
a new cycle time for two-bed adsorption chiller while using silica gel-water pair. The proposed cycle enhances the
chiller’s performance, whilst reduce the temperature variation at outlet chilled water cycle. It is also evaluated that by
increasing cycle time, COP of chiller also increase, and the cooling capacity is reached its maximum for cycle time
range of 500-600s. Wang et al. [14-15] propose an innovative design of chiller by employing silica gel-water pair. It
contains three vacuum chambers one for evaporator and two for adsorption or desorption unit. Adsorption or desorption
unit consists of an adsorber, condenser whilst both units are joined to the same evaporator for nonstop refrigeration
capacity. System refrigeration capacity will reach 10 kW for cooling water, chill water and desorption, temperatures of
31 °C, 15 °C and 85 °C. The COP will attain for the chill water temperature of 20 °C is 0.65 as presented in Table 1.
The optimized cycle time for pre-cooling/pre-heating and mass recovery are 900s and 180s, respectively. Such
performance makes it possible to be adopted for refrigeration chillers. Chua et al. [16] inspected the water vapor
adsorption characteristic of silica-gel adsorbents namely Type A and type RD. The water vapor adsorption
measurements are performed by control volume and variable pressure method for the temperature range of 25-65 °C.
Maximum water adsorption equilibrium uptake for Type A and type RD are about 0.4 kg/kg and 0.45 kg/kg, respectively,
as shown in Fig 3. Sultan et al. [17] measure the water vapor adsorption uptake of type RD silica gel. Equilibrium
uptakes results are consistent with the Chua et al [16].
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Table 2. Adsorbent-refrigerant pairs performance parameters.
Adsorbent-refrigerant pairs
COP (-) SCE (kJ/kg) SCP (W/kg) Cooling capacity (kW)
Maxsorb III-Ethanol
0.72
420
NA
NA
Maxsorb III-Methanol
0.78
640
NA
NA
Tsurumi activate charcoal (HC-20C) -Methanol
0.76
371
NA
NA
FX-400-Methanol
0.67
425
NA
NA
KF-1000-Methanol
0.6
295
NA
NA
ACF (A-20)-R134a
0.15
34.63
NA
NA
SRD1532/3-R134a
0.09
16.38
NA
NA
RD type-Water
0.55
14.8
NA
NA
13X-Water
0.42
NA
NA
10
(SWS-1L) -Water
0.45
10.7
NA
NA
(SWS-1L) -Water
0.65
11.3
NA
NA
SG/LiBr-Ethanol
0.72
NA
NA
NA
AC/silica gel/CaCl2-Water
0.70
NA
378
NA

References
[2]
[3]
[3]
[5]
[5]
[8]
[8]
[13]
[18]
[22]
[13]
[24]
[23]

Key: NA: not available.

2.3. Zeolites
Zeolite-water pair is usually studied for the application of an air conditioning and adsorption chillers. However, the
literature on zeolite pairs with other refrigerants like N2, CO2 and CH4 is available for the separation and gas-separation.
Wang et al. [18] designed an innovative zeolite-water based adsorption cooling systems for locomotives. It can achieve
refrigeration power up to 10 kW at time of 40s of heat recovery and heating/cooling time of 1060s. Operating conditions
for adsorption cooling systems are, cool-water, chill-water and desorption temperatures, of 40°C, 10 °C and 450°C,
respectively. Myat et al. [19] experimentally measure the performance of zeolite of type FAM Z01 with water as
refrigerant, for the regeneration temperature range of 55-80 °C. While fixing the cold and chill water temperature at 29.5
and 12 °C, respectively. The system COP of 0.480 is achieved at a 65°C desorption temperature. However, the system
is able to be worked at minimum desorption temperature of 55 °C. It has water vapor adsorption uptake capacity of 0.19
kg kg-1 at corresponding pressure and temperature of 0.8 kPa and 25 °C, respectively.
Teo et al. [20] gravimetrically measures the water vapor adsorption uptakes onto three types of zeolites namely AQSOAZ01, AQSOA-Z02 and AQSOA-Z05 at temperatures range of 25-60 °C and pressure equal to saturated pressure of
refrigerant. The adsorbent possesses the pore volume (cm3/g) and surface area (m2/g) as follow; AQSOA-Z01 (0.071
cm3/g, 189.6 m2/g), AQSOA-Z02 (0.27 cm3/g, 717.8 m2/g) and AQSOA-Z05 (0.07 cm3/g, 187.1 m2/g). Maximum
adsorption capacity of AQSOA-Z01, AQSOA-Z02 and AQSOA-Z05 is 0.21 kg/kg, 0.29 kg/kg and 0.22 kg/kg,
respectively, as shown in Fig 3. Solumus et al. [21] investigated the water vapor adsorption behavior of natural zeolite
in order to draw a comparison with other adsorption pair’s like silica-gel/water, AC-methanol, and zeolite 13X-water.
The natural zeolite-water pair has equilibrium adsorption uptake of 0.12 kg/kg, less than that of AC-methanol pair but
has little dependency on the temperature of evaporator and condenser.
2.4. Composites
In adsorption cooling systems, high heat and mass transfer rate result in large footprints of the system. Composite
adsorbents are able to address this problem because they possess high thermal stability thus increase the heat and mass
transfer of the system for improved performances. Saha et al. [22] investigate the two-bed adsorption chiller employing
the composite SWS-1L-water pair. Numerical simulation results in better performance of composite adsorbent than RDtype silica gel in term of COP and SCP. There is an improvement in COP and SCP for SWS-1L-water pair of 25 and
20%, respectively, as compared to RD-type-water pair. Similarly, Tso et al. [23] studied composite-water adsorption
cooling system. Thirteen different adsorbents studied are composite of AC, silica gel and CaCl2 which are used in
different proportions. The adsorbent namely AC07 (AC (33%wt), Silica gel (3%wt), CaCl2 (64%wt)) gives better
adsorption capacity of 0.23 kg/kg at equilibrium pressure of 900 Pa than other variant samples. However, sample AC12
(AC (66%wt), Silica gel (13%wt), CaCl2 (21%wt)) gives faster kinetics, greater SCP (378 W/kg) and improved COP
(0.7) from rest of the variant adsorbents.
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Brancato et al. [24] measured the adsorption behavior of ethanol and system performance of composite adsorbent of
silica gel and lithium bromide (SG/LiBr) and other AC adsorbents. The AC adsorbents are being microporous gives
higher ethanol adsorption uptakes as compared to SG/LiBr composite. SG/LiBr composite have a maximum ethanol
adsorption capacity of 0.68 cm3/g as shown in Fig 3 which is lower than other studied AC adsorbents. But
thermodynamic analysis shows the superiority of SG/LiBr composite in term of COP of 0.72 as shown in Table 3. ElSharkawy et al. [25] investigated a consolidated composite adsorbents for the improvement of adsorption cooling
system. The composites were prepared from the mixture of AC (Maxsorb-III), extended graphene and binder in different
proportions. The proportion for the preparation of composite adsorbents is given as follow (i) Maxsorb III (50%) - EG
(40%) - Binder (10%) and (ii) Maxsorb III (70%) - EG (20%) - Binder (10%). Ethanol adsorption capacity of (Maxsorb
III (70%) - EG (20%) - Binder (10%)) composite adsorbent is 0.89 kg/kg, while for (50% Maxsorb III, 40% EG, 10%
binder) composite adsorbent is 0.61 kg/kg as shown in Fig 3. The adsorption equilibrium uptakes of the composites are
lower than the parent Maxsorb III.
3. Conclusions
This study describes the best suited adsorbent-refrigerant pair for the maximum possible performance by adsorption
cooling system Form the study it is concluded that the activated carbon adsorbents are most promising adsorbent. Phenol
resin based AC (SAC-2) with R-32 refrigerant give the large adsorption equilibrium uptake of 2.34 kg/kg. While high
COP and SCE is attributed to Maxsorb-III methanol pair of 0.78 and 640 kJ/kg, respectively. System performance could
be increased by adopting a multi-bed strategy or dual stage cycle. Which enables the deployment of low-grade waste
heat in case of zeolite-water and silica gel-water pairs. They give cooling capacity greater than 10 kW. Composite
adsorbents are apposite for adsorption cooling systems because of their improved heat and mass transfer, therefore
improves the system performances.
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Abstract
Recent developments have emphasized to introduce such technologies which are termed as renewable energy resources
such as wind, solar and tidal energy etc. One of its constituents is solar water heating system which uses solar energy as
a source for heating water. Solar water heating system (S.W.H) is termed as an environmental-friendly, cheap and
innovative development in current era. The purpose for this technological advancement is due to several reasons such
as increased fuel prices, emissions from coal and lengthy cycle of steam generation for getting hot water. As hot water
can be used in several aspects which are domestic and industrial purposes such as lukewarm water for households and
boilers in power plants uses hot water as a source for generation of steam respectively. The study is carried out to identify
different solar water heating systems in accordance to technologies, water requirement, area required and material.
Furthermore, a questionnaire survey is developed for two sectors i.e. household and hotels. The survey comprises of
awareness, willingness to install it, reasons for not installing it, volume of water required, flat plat requirement and
people’s views on non-renewable and renewable sources. Hence, thermosyphon system is identified as suitable solar
water heating system due to various factors. Thus, results for questionnaire survey are represented graphically showing
respondents answers and its illustration is inscribed sequentially showing the respondent’s feedback on different aspects
mentioned within the questions.
© 2018 “Akber Ali, Khanji Harijan, Laveet Kumar, Kundan Kumar, Lala Rukh Memon” Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy
and Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.
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1.

Introduction

Energy for the purpose of heating and cooling is accounted for nearly half of world’s final energy consumption. This is
a break-down figure for both domestic and industrial purpose [1]. Generally, renewable energy can contribute to heating
sector in three ways, i.e. via direct combustion of biomass, use of geothermal energy and by solar thermal energy [2].
Heating consumption has heavily been emphasized upon fossil fuels. Apart from this, the largest share is based on
traditional biomass which accounts for nearly 16.4% of heating demand of globe [3]. Solar water heating system is a
renewable energy technique used to convert sunlight into heat energy for heating of water using solar thermal collector
[4]. It is widely available at different costs and with several configurations. They are used for the purpose of domestic
and industrial applications [5]. As it can be seen that solar water heater utilizes sun energy for purpose of heating water.
The factors mainly emphasize upon sun radiations which are coming from sun to the planet earth within definite interval
of time [6]. The economic perks of solar water heating system can be analysed by savings in terms of fuel for water
heating and environmental issues.
1.1.1. Global Status of Solar Water Heating:
It has been estimated that nearly Chinese companies manufactured around 28 million square meter system in last decade
which comprises of around 80% of global solar water heating system.
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +92-333-7011038;
E-mail address: akber.ali@isra.edu.pk
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Excluding China, Germany, Brazil, India and Turkey lead the solar water market. European union itself utilized most
of the remaining total installed SWH. Germany recorded hot water generation for an estimated 1.1 GW even though
installations were at a slight slow pace and nearly 20,000 SWH are installed in India each year [7]. According to
statistics, nearly; 35 GW of flat plate and vacuum tube technologies and unglazed collectors have been commissioned
back in 2017 [8]. Furthermore, Brazil added around 1000 MW of electricity in the system by gaining SWH in 2016 [9].
Since yet, solar water heating has served millions in domestic and industrial sectors. This technology was used for
different purposes either it is water heating for household or direct provision of steam for different industrial processes.
Systems with glazed and unglazed collectors provided around 388 TWh of heat per annum (this heat is equivalent to
energy extracted from 228 million barrels of oil) [10].

Fig. 1. Overall percentage of world’s total installed SWH

1.1.2.

A Glimpse of Pakistan:

Pakistan is facing severe challenges in energy sector where resources are not enough to meet current and future demands.
Primarily, energy mix of Pakistan is dependent on oil, natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) which is nearly
85.2%. The total production rate of natural gas in Pakistan is around 38.5 BCM per annum. Furthermore, its relative
share is shown in the figure below by taking several sectors in consideration is a developing country, so it emphasizes a
lot upon natural gas in order to run its power sector for domestic and commercial purposes. According to statistics,
natural gas contributes around 18.7% for domestic sector only which usually elevates during winter season [11]. Thus,
for facilitation of domestic sector, Government has increased gas supplies from 201 billion cubic feet to 232 billion
cubic feet [12]. Due to increased supplies on domestic sector, industrial sector suffers a lot resulting load shedding in
industrial areas especially Faisalabad, Taxila, Nooriabad and Korangi Industrial Area Karachi. The federal government
has raised the gas prices by 143% resulting increased prices for each slab of domestic and commercial sector [13].

Fig. 2. Sector-wise consumption of Electricity in Pakistan
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Fig. 3. Prices Increase for Domestic Sector

1.1.3.

Fig. 4. Price Increase for Commercial Sector

Solar Water Heating in Pakistan

It is estimated that there is a potential of 2,900,000 MW solar energy due to geographical location of Pakistan with
around 300 sun shines annually for 1900- 2200 kWh/m3 global irradiance [14]. Previously, Pakistan installed 18 systems
with rated capacity of 440 kW but, due to improper handling and lack of knowledge, systems did not remain functional
for a long time. Back in 2014, Prime Minister inaugurated solar program for remote areas of Balochistan, Cholistan and
some areas of Sindh where electricity generation via grid system is not possible. In this program, solar photovoltaic
systems of 100W-500W units have been installed for electricity generation and water heating (as it is intensively
consumed around 10% of total primary energy supply) [15]. Hence, it was a main reason that import of solar water
heaters increased from 260 to 2000. Recently, this import has exceeded the number of 16715 [16].
1.2.3. Working Mechanism of SWH
Normally, a collector i.e. Sun-Facing heats up the working fluid that passes into a storage system for usage in future.
They are Conviction driven and passive. SWH can use either water/ working fluid or sometimes, they may use both in
such cases. Heating them directly may be possible by using light-concentrating mirrors [17].

Fig. 5. Schematic Diagram of SWH

1.2.4. Types of Solar Water Heating System:
Basically, there are 4 types of Solar Water Heating Systems:
a. Thermosiphon:
These systems heat water on antifreeze fluid like glycol etc. The fluid raises via convection phenomena from collector
to storage tank i.e. placed at higher level. Thus, heat transfer increases with the increase in temperature. Hence, system
efficiency is higher areas of solar radiation [18].
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b. Direct-Circulation Systems:
These systems pump water from storage collectors. Protection from freezing is obtained by recirculation from storage
tank [19].
c.

Drain-Down Systems:

These systems can also be referred as indirect water heating system. In this system, when no solar heat is available, the
collector is drained by gravity in order to avoid freezing [20].
d. Indirect Water-Heating Systems:
In these systems, freeze-protected fluid is circulated through a closed loop and its heat is transferred to portable water
through a heat exchanger with 80 to 90 percent efficiency [21].
2.

Methods and Materials

In order to identify solar water heating systems, a market survey was carried out in order to see whether which systems
are widely available within the market. The market survey consisted of some salient features of solar water heater such
as its area, volume of water required, number of tubes, type of solar water heater and material it comprises. Moreover,
sufficient questionnaire survey was carried out among two sectors i.e. domestic and commercial. The survey consists of
7 different criteria relevant to the study. The questionnaire was developed based on literature review and availability of
different solar water heating systems available within the market. The respondents covered both sectors in terms of
domestic and commercial (household and hotels) respectively. The survey was conducted door-to-door and different
houses and hotels were asked these questions written in bulleted form. As a result, 50 households and 20 hotels shared
their views on these questions. The questionnaire comprises of the feedback of those sectors on different aspects of solar
water heating system. Those 7 aspects are written below;







3.

Public Awareness among people of different sections.
Public Reaction on Installation of S.W.H System.
Cause of agreement of people for installation of S.W.H.
Declining of people.
Volume of water required w.r.t area.
Technological Requirements.
Differentiation of S.W.H system w.r.t Non-Renewable sources.

Results and Discussions

3.1.1.

Identification of Solar Water Heating System:

Based on market survey from different vendors, it is found that a very good thermosyphon system is available within
the market in order to overcome the necessities of hot water. It is locally manufactured using stainless steel as a major
component. It is emphasized upon indirect/closed loop circulation. Its major aspects involve easy retrofitting within
existing system, it is structured as double-walled copper coil heat exchanger and it is highly efficient with polyurethane
foam as a source of insulation. It is manufactured so good that it can prevent contamination of household water for
months. Direct Circulation (Active) S.W.H is another system identified within the market which involves direct
circulation or open loop active system. The system is emphasized upon evacuated tubes and it is ISO-9001 certified.
It may be available in plastics/steel material. It is not locally available and it can be ordered to the vendors in order to
acquire this and the lead time for delivery is expected to be 30 days as it is to be shipped from China. Another important
Solar water heater identified within the market is Non-pressure series which is packed in boxes. It is locally
manufactured within Pakistan. It uses glass tube material. It is available in different sizes which ranges from households
up to several industrial sectors. The detailed descriptions are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Different SWH systems in Pakistan

S.No.
1.

SWH System

Capacity(L)
75-300

Warranty
10 Years

Area (mm)
1380*1290

No. of Tubes
20

Price ($)
$190-295

120-300

2 Years

1650*1460

36

$500-1000

150-300

10 Years

1380*1290

30

$265-560

Thermosyphon
2.

Direct Circulation System

3.
Non-Pressure System

3.1.2. Discussion on response of Questionnaire Survey:
Below figure-6 illustrates the level of awareness among people of different sectors belonging to households. As of
statistics, out of 50 dwellers, 25 know about this system with sufficient understanding. 12 of them just have an idea
about S.W.H, 8 have a glimpse about it and 5 of them are unable to recognize it. Whereas figure-7 shows the public
reaction upon installation of S.W.H system who are residing in the houses or resident colonies. Out of 50 respondents,
21 agreed to install it, 4 of them remained neutral as if they may or may not install it. 8 of them disagreed due to
pressing concerns. Nearly 11 dwellers strongly disagreed due to several aspects and 6 of them were unable to answer
this query.

Fig. 6. Level of awareness among people

Fig. 7. Public reaction on SWH

Figure-8 shows the cause of installation of S.W.H system. 21 of them wanted to facilitate themselves with hot water
throughout the day. 17 of them wanted to eliminate gas/electric geysers and 12 of them were literate and wanted to
cut-out carbon footprints.
Figure-9 illustrated the reason for which people did not wanted to install S.W.H system. Enormous people (27)
rejected this due to high initial cost. 11 others considered it as a hurdled maintenance unit while 12 of them lack in
finance.
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Fig. 8. Cause of installation of SWH

Fig. 9. Cause of declining of SWH

Figure-10 shows the volume of water required for households as only 2 systems were identified hence according
to necessities of each individual, 33 of them required 150litre/day while 17 others required 300litre/day due to
joint family. Figure-11 shows the number of flat plates required according to net power output. 27 insisted to
have single plated system while 23 required double plated system.

Fig. 10. Water volume w.r.t area

Fig. 11. Specification with technical aspects

Figure-12 shows hypothesis of people for S.W.H system. 29 people suggested it as an efficient, 7 answered it as
reliable and 14 considered it as durable. Figure-13 illustrates the level of awareness among people of different
sectors belonging to hotel industry. Around 7 of them clearly know about system, 6 briefly know it and 4 have
seen somewhere and 3 of them didn’t knew it.
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Fig. 12. Hypothesis of people

Fig. 13. Awareness among people

Figure-14 shows the public reaction upon installation of S.W.H system who invested in hotel/guest house business. As
it is commercial sector, so 11 of them strongly agreed, 2 remained neutral, 4 disagreed, 2 of them strongly disagreed
while 1 was reluctant to reply. Figure-15 shows the causes of installation of S.W.H system as 5 of them wanted 24/7
availability of water. 11 of them were perplexed upon billing of gas hence they wanted conserved energy. Meanwhile,
4 of them were strongly business minded and they gained benefit of slogan environmentally friendly in order to
commercialize their hotel business.

Fig. 14. Public reaction on installation of SWH

Fig. 15. Cause of installation of SWH

Figure-16 indicates the causes of declining of installation as of several reasons. 12 of them denied as their hotels were
not situated in city-center so they avoided high initial cost. 7 of them were reluctant to bear maintenance cost while
only single hotel was lacking in finance. Figure-17 shows the volume of water required w.r.t area of S.W.H system as
8 of them require 150litre/day s they have very few guests available. On the contrary, 12 require 300litre/day due to
huge number of guests as those hotels have codeshare agreement with different conglomerate organizations.
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Fig. 16. Cause of declining of SWH

Fig. 17. Water volume w.r.t area

Figure-18 specify that around 14 hotels require only single flat plate while 6 require 2 flat plats for heating water.
Figure-19 specifies that commercially 15 out of 20 respondents consider S.W.H system as an efficient, 2 consider it as
reliable and 3 consider it as durable for different aspects.

Fig. 18. Specification with technical aspects

4.

Fig. 19. Hypothesis of people

Conclusion

This research is a brief identification of solar water heating systems available within the market. These 3 systems have
been identified according to its classification based on some aspects such as water capacity, materials involved, area
occupancy and type of system. Also, it is identified that Thermosyphon system is suitable for Pakistan in terms of
availability, less cost, preventive maintenance. Also, it is made up of flat-plate type which everyone can easily get in
market as compared to evacuated tube and glass type material. In addition, questionnaire survey concluded that 50
houses were questioned and out of which more than half of them are aware of this system. Some of them are willing to
imply this system while only a few avoid this due to some pressing concerns such as cost, preventive maintenance and
other necessities. Whereas, other sector i.e. hotels showed a positive response in this as they recognized it as a vital
source for saving energy and reducing cost from their budget. 65% of hotels showed positive response in commissioning
or installation of S.W.H system. Some avoided it as they were far from center of city hence very few guests were
available there. In addition, hotel industry considers renewable energy as a source of publicity for their business in order
to boost up commercialization via implementation of solar water heating system.
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Abstract
The persistent increasing price of petroleum fuels coercing the world to shift towards more eco-friendly and low-cost
sustainable fuels. The one significant choice which is getting traction in this regard is Biomass. Biomass can be used directly
for the energy production or on the other end can be gasified and converted to various other chemicals. The thermo-chemical
reactions comprises of three stages: decomposition by pyrolysis, exothermic combustion and endothermic gasification. This
research is based on dual fluidized bed technology, which consist of a circulating bed combustion unit and a bubbling bed
gasification unit. First biomass feed comes in the bubbling bed unit, where heat from combustion unit is transported by the
bed material via cyclone. A rigorous continuous stirred tank reactor (RCSTR) was used to carry out gasification reaction for
which the reaction kinetics and the stoichiometry could be included in the RCSTR model present in the Aspen Plus unit
operation library. The work analyses the gasification process by applying the user-defined kinetics data and the sensitivity
analysis of the various parameters involved. The final syngas composition is studied by varying different process parameters.
It has been seen that the optimum result were obtained at a temperature of 850° C of gasifier, 0.6 steam to biomass ratio,
and an steam temperature of 450° C.
© 2018 Mairaj Muhammad, Imran Nazir, Shaheen Aziz Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering
Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Biomass gasification; simulation; CSTR; user-defined kinetics.

1. Introduction
The persistent increasing price of petroleum fuels coercing the world to shift towards more eco-friendly and low-cost
sustainable fuels. The one significant choice which is getting traction in this regard is Biomass. Biomass is the solar energy
stored in the plants simultaneously absorbing CO2 gas from atmosphere through photosynthesis process. During its
conversion to energy, the very same CO2 gas will release [1]. Biomass is a sustainable resource which develop in short time
hence considered renewable resource. There are various sorts of biomass which are used to produce energy like animal
feces, chips of dry wood, and crops waste etc. This diversity makes the biomass as one of the most favorable resource in the
near future.
It is very prudent to meticulously make endeavors to totally comprehend the overall gasification process for the successful
simulation of the gasification of biomass. Gasification is a very complex phenomenon, in which a lot of variables should be
considered before its simulation [2]. It is observed that such a complex and cost, time, resources and energy consuming
process cannot be feasibly conducted at pilot scale.

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +0-000-000-0000 ; fax: +0-000-000-0000 .
E-mail address: mairaj.muhammad@faculty.muet.edu.pk
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On the contrary, the mathematical modeling is used which function by solving simultaneously different equations; where
each equation represents any change that take place. It is economical and efficient way to deal with such complex and costly
phenomenon. This study aims towards the parametric study and the simulation of the biomass to syngas process, having
outcomes equivalent to the experimental endeavor, using flowsheet simulation software Aspen Plus.
1.1 A brief history of biomass gasification
The experimental demonstration unit of dual fluidized-bed gasification has been developed successfully by a University in
Vienna. A CHP plant, which uses the biomass as raw material in a CHP production plant Güssing. The present study
considered the very same concept as the university in Vienna (UoT).

Fig. 1. Dual fluidized bed gasification unit (DFBG) [3].

As shown in Fig. 1, this gasifier consist of separate portions for the gasification and the combustion processes. The biomass
is feed to the unit in the gasification unit, where initially due to heat the biomass is decomposed into its constituents. After
the pyrolysis, the reactions of gasification takes place as given in the Table 1. The unreacted char and bed material flow
towards the combustion zone where heat is generated at the expense of unreacted char. This heat is carried by the bed
material back to gasification zone via cyclone separator. The advantage of this configuration is that the flue gases of
combustion cannot mix with the product gases.
The stoichiometric reaction equations has been used as chemical reaction and power law format is used to describe the
reaction rates. The rate coefficients based on Arrhenius law are empirically fitted with measured data [4]. The Arrhenius
coefficient is expressed as:
C2
exp(−
k = A0 mC1
s T

E

RT

+ E0 )

(1)
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Where k is the chemical reaction rate coefficient, Ao is the pre-exponential factor, E [J/mole] is the activation energy, E0 is
the activation energy constant, R [J/mole K] is the universal gas constant and C1 and C2 are constants. T [K] denotes the
temperature and ms [kg] is the solid mass of fixed carbon per volume [4]. In this work the following assumption is made.
ms = MwC × C(s)

(2)

where MwC is the molecular weight of carbon [kg/kmol], and C(s) is molar concentration of solid carbon [kmol/m3].
1.2 Theory of gasification
Aspen Plus has not any model for the gasification process; so, modeling of dual fluidized bed unit was done step-wise in
different units. Whether it is separation of char, pyrolysis decomposition of biomass, a cyclone, gasification reactions, or
combustion of char; all of them are represented by separate block having particular functions.
Initially the biomass is dried of moisture by endothermic process before proceeding to next main steps. Then this dried mass
is heated to a temperature of 500-800oC without any involvement of O2 to thermally decompose the biomass into its
constituents like solid carbonaceous char, liquid tar, and volatile matters (H 2, O2, C3H8 etc.). Gasification takes place by the
help of steam and oxygen-starved conditions. The proportion and the amount of the gasifying agents influences the final
syn-gas calorific value and its chemical constituents’ fraction. Various reactions takes place in the gasification zone as listed
in Table-1. These reactions involves both the solid char and gaseous constituents. The heat requirement for highly
endothermic reactions like pyrolysis, drying and the gasification is provided by the combustion of char; which is highly
exothermic in nature [1].
Reactions

Table 1. Reactions Kinetics of all the reactions happening in the gasification unit [4].
Stoichiometric equations
Kinetics of the reactions

Gasification of char

C + H 2O → CO + H 2

Boundouard reaction

Methane
decomposition

C + CO2 → 2CO
1 CH  1 C + H
4
2
2
2

Water-gas shift

CO + H 2O  CO2 + H2

Reforming of steam

CH4 + H2O  CO + 3H2

−22645
(
)
𝑇
[𝐻2 𝑂]
−6319
−4
2 ( 𝑇 − 17.29)
[𝐻2 ][𝐶𝑂]
𝑟𝑏 = 1.044 ∗ 10 𝑚𝑠 𝑇 𝑒
−22645
(
)
𝑟𝑓 = 1.272 𝑚𝑠 𝑇 𝑒 𝑇
[𝐶𝑂2 ]
−2363
−4
2 ( 𝑇 − 20.92)
𝑟𝑏 = 1.044 ∗ 10 𝑚𝑠 𝑇 𝑒
[𝐶𝑂]2
−13578
− 0.372)
0.5 ( 𝑇
[𝐶𝐻4 ]0.5
𝑟𝑓 = 0.151 𝑚𝑠 𝑇 𝑒
−8078
(
𝑟𝑏 = 1.368 ∗ 10−3 𝑚𝑠 𝑇 𝑒 𝑇 − 7.087) [𝐻2 ]

𝑟𝑓 = 1.272 𝑚𝑠 𝑇 𝑒

𝑟𝑓 = 7.68 × 1010 𝑇 𝑒

(

−36640
)
𝑇

[𝐶𝑂]0.5 [𝐻2 𝑂]
−39260
)
[𝐻2 ]0.5 [𝐶𝑂2 ]
𝑟𝑏 = 6.4 × 109 𝑇 𝑒 𝑇
−15000
(
)
𝑟𝑓 = 3.1005 𝑇 𝑒 𝑇 [𝐶𝐻4 ][𝐻2 𝑂]
−15000
)
(
𝑟𝑏 = 3.556 × 10−3 𝑇 𝑒 𝑇 [𝐶𝑂][𝐻2 ]2
(

The unit of DFBG consist of a circulating bed combustion unit and a bubbling bed gasification unit. First biomass feed
comes in the bubbling bed unit, where heat from combustion unit is transported by the bed material via cyclone. This heat
is used to for gasification of constituents, and drying and pyrolysis of the biomass. Steam enters the gasification unit to carry
out gasification; while air is used for the combustion of residual char, from gasification unit, in the circulating bed unit. The
flue gases and the bed material from the circulating bed goes through a cyclone, which separates the flue gases from the bed
material. This bed material is circulated back to the gasification unit to provide heat for all endothermic reactions. This unit
is auto-stabilized unit as the temperature falls in the gasification unit; the more un-reacted char transfers into the combustion
chamber, thus providing more heat to carry out gasification. Detailed data of DFBG unit of UoT, Güssing is given in Table
2.
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Table 2. Detailed data of DFBG unit [5] & [6]
Gasifier
Parameter
Type
Gasifying agent
Bed material
Feedstock
Capacity
Temperature

Value
BFB
Steam
Olivine
Wood chips
2000 Kg/h
850 oC

Pressure
Internal dia.
Eff. total height

Atmospheric
220 cm
6m
Combustor

Parameter
Type
Temperature
Pressure
Circulation ratio C/F
Internal dia.
Total height

Value
CFB
930
Atmospheric
50 kg / kg of dry biomass
85 cm
9.7 m
Product (vol. %, dry basis)

H2
CO
CO2
CH4
N2

35-45
20-30
15-25
8-12
3-5

The study of various literature on the simulation of biomass gasification in Aspen Plus reveals that a study is lacking in
applying all the various parameters of the reaction rates to the simulation. Either the Gibbs reactor is applied which require
no reaction kinetics [7-9] or the simple reaction kinetics involving limited parameters, is applied to simulate the biomass
gasification [4]. The minimization of free energy does not require the stoichiometry or the chemical kinetics data; it produces
the equilibrium concentration where the Gibbs energy is minimum (Aspentech, 2010). This simplifies the process a bit by
compromising the result of the simulation. Research had been carried out to obtain the complex reaction rate kinetics which
are given in the Table 1 [4].
The reaction kinetics and the stoichiometry could be included in the CSTR model present in the Aspen Plus unit operation
library. The work analyses the gasification process by applying the user-defined kinetics data and the sensitivity analysis of
the various parameters involved. The final syn-gas composition is studied by varying different process parameters. The aim
of study is the development of a model having more authentic results as compared to the previous researches.
2. Development of model in Aspen Plus
Aspen Plus model of the whole gasification unit is shown in Fig. 2. The feed to the RYield reactor (PYR) is non-conventional
biomass, which decomposes it into its conventional components based on proximate and ultimate analysis. Yield of
components is obtained by a calculator block. Resulting decomposition mixture is separated via component separator; which
separates some of the char and send it to combustor (COM). This combustor is an RStoic reactor in Aspen Plus in which
combustion of char reaction is defined having a fractional conversion of 99% at 900 oC and 1 atm. The heat from this highly
exothermic reaction is sent to the gasifier (GASIFIER). Gasification is an overall endothermic reaction, which uses the heat
generated by the fraction of char which goes to combustor. To maintain the temperature of the gasifier at 850 oC, a design
spec. block is used to calculate the amount of char fraction to be sent to the combustor. Remaining char and other constituents
of biomass is sent to the gasifier where the reactions of Table-1 took place in the presence of steam. The reactor for
gasification, which is used in Aspen Plus is a RCSTR reactor; in which user-defined kinetics reaction rates of Table 1 are
defined. Product gases is taken from the gasifier and flue gases and un-combusted char is separated via cyclone. Fig. 2 shows
the flow-sheet of the process simulated in Aspen Plus.
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Fig. 2. Process flowsheet model in Aspen Plus

Due to the complexity of the gasification reaction, a number of assumptions were accounted in the simulation process.
Following are the list of these assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The overall gasification process is considered at steady state [9].
Biomass is disintegrated into its constituents like Carbon, Oxygen, hydrogen etc.
The inert material that is present after pyrolysis is assumed to be as ASH
It was found that the efficiency of an industrial cyclone is almost about 85%, which is used in this simulation
The char which is termed in this simulation is assumed to be pure Carbon [10].
To curb the complexity of the gasification process, pressure drop of fluid inside is supposed to be negligible.
The losses (Energy or material) that are always inherent in the process are not taken into consideration [9].
Due to high-temperature gasification, the negligible tar formation is a very good assumption
The distribution of temperature is uniform throughout the unit [9].
This simulation did not take size distribution into consideration [10].

2.1 Component specifications and property methods
The property method, which was chosen in the model as global, was RKS-BM [11]. This property method is considered
suitable for the current simulation. The recommendation for this property method by Aspentech is petrochemical
applications, petroleum refineries, and the gas-processing plant (Aspentech, 2010).
The ultimate and proximate analysis are required in component attributes when describing the stream composition of
biomass and ash. Once the density and enthalpy model were selected, then these components attributes were required. The
chemical composition of ash and biomass are listed on the basis of their proximate analysis and ultimate analysis. In this
model, the sulfur was not considered; as the feed-stock was wood, so it has low sulfur contents. Hence the simulation is not
influenced by it. The biomass and ash composition used in this simulation is listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Composition used in this simulation
Ultimate analysis on dry basis
Components

Biomass

Ash

C

51.22

Nil

O

41.32

Nil

H

6.09

Nil

N

0.2

Nil

Ash

1.17

100

Proximate analysis on dry basis except moisture
components

Biomass

Ash

F.C

18.84

Nil

Vol. matter

80

Nil

Moisture
Ash

20
1.16

Nil
100

2.2 Reaction rates
Reaction rates used in this simulation are given by Eikeland [4]. Stoichiometric chemical equations were defined, and userdefined subroutine were used to calculate reaction rates. There are some built-in expressions in the Aspen Plus library, but
it entails only some of the constants of the reaction rate equation. Hence a user kinetic subroutine is defined for RCSTR
[12]. It supports user-defined kinetics subroutine like RBatch, RCSTR and RPlug reactors [10]. Rate of reaction is positive
for a reactant components and negative for a product components.
RCSTR reaction rates units:
Nonconventional and Solid components: (kg/m3.s) (m3) = kg/s
Conventional components: (kg-mole/m3.s) (m3) = kg-mole/s
(Volume of the reactors is multiplied by the reaction rates)
2.3 Streams specification
Specification of different streams (Steam, Air, and Biomass) is given in Table 4.
Stream

Component

Biomass (Wood
Chip)
Air

Prox. & Ult.
Analysis
21% O2
79% N2
H2O

Steam

Table 4. Inlet streams specification
Pressure
Temperature (oC)
(Atm)
1
25

Mass flow rate

Source

2000 kg/h

1

450

Air to biomass ratio 1.12

[8]

1

450

Steam to biomass ratio 0.6

[8]

2.4 Blocks Specification:
During the simulation of the model, different blocks were used as different unit operations. Design specification of these
block with detailed parameters is given in Table 5.
After specifying the inlet streams, all the blocks were specified according to the design operating conditions.
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Table 5. Design Specification of different blocks used in the simulation
Temperature
Specification
850 oC
Reaction rates were calculated using user-defined reaction kinetics
900 oC
Following reaction was as the stoichiometry of the combustion reaction
with 99% conversion of C.

Block ID
GASIFIER
COM

Pressure
1 atm
1 atm

PYR
SEP

1 atm
-

25 oC
-

CYCLONE

-

-

C + O2 → CO2

A calculator block was used to determine the component yields
A design specification block was used to determine the split fraction of
Char
Conventional cyclones have an efficiency of 85%. Hence a 0.85 split
fraction was used

3. Results and Discussion
To validate the results obtained from the developed model, the results were compared with the published results obtained
by the demonstration plant of UoT, Güssing. Biomass composition, stream conditions and other operating parameters of the
simulations were changed according to the experimental setup. Fig. 3 compares the result obtained by the simulations with
that of a previous paper by Eikeland [4] and with the demonstration unit of UoT, Güssing, for which the specifications are
given in Table 2.
70
60

Mole %

50
40
30
20
10
0
H2

CO

CO2

Eikeland (Gibbs reactor)

Eikeland (CSTR reactor)

Güssing Exp. data

Present Study

CH4

Fig. 3. Composition of Syngas after gasification. [4-6]

From Fig.3, it is clear that the molar composition for important components of syngas like H 2, CO, CO2 and CH4 is closely
matched with the experimental data obtained from previous work [4]. Less than 1% error was obtained so the developed
model was considered validated. Further simulations were carried out on the validated model.
3.1 Gasifier Temperature
Aspen Plus has the capability of parametrically analyze the data, which involves manipulating a single variable and to see
its effect on different other parameters. Hence a sensitivity analysis for the volumetric composition of syngas is compared
for a range of gasifier temperature. Simulation of the current study shows an increase in the H2 gas content of syngas with
temperature. The sensitivity study was performed from temperature value of 500-1500o C. In the start from 500 to 800o C,
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the trend is slow and the volume fraction % of hydrogen gas increased from 27.17 to 34.67 with almost constant increment.
From 800 to 900o C, the slope of H2 fraction line is steep, showing fast production of H 2 in this region. Ahead of these
temperature the fraction assumes a constant value even at higher temperatures. Similar results were shown by the CO,
initially increasing from 22.37 to 28.67 from temperature range 500 to 800 oC and then a bit steeper slope eventually
assuming almost a constant value for higher temperatures. Fig. 4 shows the effect of gasifier temperature on the composition
of syngas.
H2

CO

CO2

CH4

VOL. FRAC. % (DRY BASIS)

60
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20
10
0
400
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800
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1400

1600

GASIFIER TEMPERATURE
Fig. 4. A graph of vol. frac. % (dry basis) v/s Gasifier temperature. (S/B ratio = 0.6)

Temperature change greatly influence the reaction kinetics, as the increase in former decreases the value of exponential
factor greatly. The trend of the compositional fraction of syn-gas could be understood by Le-Chateliers’ principle. As watergas reaction and Boudouard reaction both are endothermic then the increase in the temperature of gasifier will favours the
production of H2 and CO gas. Similarly as the methanation and water gas shift reaction both are exothermic, the increase in
the gasifier temperature resulted the decrease in the fraction of both CO 2 and CH4. As the water gas shift reaction consumes
CO, the concentration CO seems low; but at higher temperature due to exothermic nature, the reverse reaction is dominant
and the concentration of CO increases ultimately.
3.2 Steam-to-Biomass Ratio
The effect of steam-to-biomass is shown in Fig. 5. These trend could be explained by Le-Chateliers’ principles. Increase in
the flow of steam into the gasifier results in the consumption of CO by the water gas shift reaction; so the graph shows a
continuous decrease in the volumetric fraction of CO. While the production of H 2 shows an increase in the trend because of
the water-gas reaction, shift reaction and methane reforming reaction. As shown in the graph the fraction of CO 2 is increased
complying with the reaction of water gas shift. While methane gas composition is almost unaffected by varying the steam
to biomass ratio.
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Fig. 5. Molar composition of important components of syngas at various Steam-to-Biomass ratios

3.3 Steam Temperature
Steam temperature has not much influence on the final composition of syngas as show in the Fig. 6. It is due to the fact that
the temperature of gasifier is provided by the combustor reactor. If the temperature of the gasifier decreases, more char will
flow into the combustor reactor. This increase in char results in an increase in the heat flow to the gasifier, hence adjusting
the temperature of the gasifier automatically.

VOL. FRAC. % (DRY BASIS)
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CO2
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10
5
0

STEAM TEMPERATURE (°C)
Fig. 6. A graph of vol. frac. % (dry basis) v/s Steam Temperature. (Gasification Temperature = 850 oC, S/B ratio = 0.6)

Nevertheless, for the steam temperature range of 150 to 1000 oC; H2 gas decreases from a value of 39.04 to a value of 38.66;
CO gas increases from 30.87 to 31.53; CO2 gas fraction decreases from a value of 17.11 to a value of 16.56; and finally CH 4
has increased very little from 13.15 to 13.57.
4. Conclusion
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Simulation of gasification is efficient and economically feasible way to understand the gasification reaction, and the resulting
syn-gas composition. Gasification is a complex process and a lot of parameters affect its final product gas composition. This
study has shown satisfactory results in this regard. The most optimized results were obtained at the temperature of 850 oC
and a steam to biomass ratio of 0.6. However, there is left many voids for future research. Particle size distribution plays a
vital role in the gasification process, while in this simulation the particles were assumed very fine of uniform size. Residence
time distribution (RTD) for the particles is assumed constant for all particles while is not the case in reality. Tar formation
plays a vital role at low temperatures resulting in various other hydrocarbon products. For the low-temperature gasification,
the tar formation become significant for the product gas study as various other products are also formed. In this simulation
only the main constituents of the final syn-gas (H2, CO, CO2, CH4) were considered while other products in minor amounts
are also formed. There is always gap left for further research in an area and the sophistication of gasification reaction will
make it years for us to perfectly model this process.
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Abstract
In 2015, electricity shortfall in Pakistan reached 5000 MW. Pakistan is blessed with both renewable and non-renewable
power generation resources. The reason for this shortfall despite availability of resources is conventional resources
depletion on the one hand and rapidly increasing population and their urbanization on the other hand. Thus, Pakistan
immediately needs an energy system that generates electricity with respect to fulfilling the needs of this growing
population. Increasing population has resulted in increased traffic on the roads using more of our non-renewable
resources. In order to deal with a given dilemma, it is thus recommended in this study that the installation of Piezo Smart
Roads (PSR) in urban areas of Pakistan can initiate the solution of the crisis. The mechanism of the Piezo Smart Road
(PSR) offers the best solution for the case of Pakistan. PSR can be installed on crowded roads of an urban area where
the vehicles move around the clock. When vehicles move on several small piezo platforms, power is generated because
of applied pressure. The control mechanism carries piezoelectric sensors. This mechanical energy applied to the sensors
get transformed into electrical energy. The generated power can be used to power a rechargeable battery which can later
be used for domestic purpose. The generated power is first passed through the harvesting circuit where the output from
piezoelectric sensors is amplified and stored in the battery after passing through the stages of the unidirectional current
controller and AC ripple neutralizer. For this study, we plan to design a mechanism capable of generating 40V. We also
plan to analyze various piezo-electric material and possible connections for optimum output.
© 2018 Abdul Fatah Jamro, Muhammad Mohsin Memon, Lala Rukh Memon. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and
Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Energy Harvesting; Piezo-Electric; Piezo Quartz ; Piezo-Electric pads; PZT Sensors; Renewable Energy;
Smart Energy Production; Rectifier Circuit; Smart Roads; Sustainable Development Goals.
1. Introduction
In the modern world electricity has become one of the necessities of human lives. As we move forward in time, demand
for electricity will increase more rapidly. Pakistan like other developing countries faces challenges like energy crisis.
The gap between demand and supply has been increasing at a steady rate. Pakistan meets its electricity demands mostly
by the use of non-renewable resources [1]. As of 2017, Oil and Gas contribute 32.1% and 33.6 % share respectively in
the electricity generation in Pakistan [2]. Pakistan is also a rapidly growing population and as per estimates Pakistan
will be the fourth largest population in the world by 2030. This increasing population has resulted in more traffic on the
roads. Traffic also consumes Oil and Gas. Since these are non-renewable sources and bound to completion one day, it
is high time for Pakistan to focus on Energy harvesting from other sources. Considering the given scenario, this paper
presents an energy harvesting thorough Piezo Smart Road. Piezo Smart Roads works on the principle of the piezoelectric
effect.
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The property of the piezoelectric effect is exhibited by certain crystals and ceramic material. Examples of such
crystalline structures are Quartz, Rochelle salt, Tourmaline, Topaz, Bone, Tendon, Silk, Enamel, Dentin, Lead Zirconate
Titanate (PZT), Potassium Niobate (KN bO3), Lithium Niobate (LiN bO3) etc. [2].
The unit cell is of most metals is symmetrical in structure. But in the case of piezoelectric crystals, their unit cell may
not be symmetrical, but they are always electrically neutral. One positive charge cancels out the negative charge, so
their charges are perfectly balanced. Soon as the mechanical stress is applied to these crystals, their electrical balance is
disturbed due to which net positive and negative charges appear on both sides of the crystal. This phenomenon is used
for generating electric potential and is known as the direct piezoelectric effect. The reverse of this is also possible, when
a voltage is applied to piezoelectric materials, they deform in order to maintain their electric balance and that is
recognized as an inverse piezoelectric effect.
2. Literature Review
Ever since the discovery of piezoelectric effect by Curie brothers (Jacques and Pierre Curie) in 1880. Many commercial
applications have been made and many modifications have been done. Piezoelectric devices are used in the ultrasonic
submarine detector, SONAR (SOund Navigation And Ranging) for military purposes [3]. The principle of
Piezoelectricity is also used in medical ultrasounds [4]. They are also used in small household fire lighter in which a
small piezoelectric crystal is present so that when the user pushes the button of the lighter by applying pressure it
produces enough force to create a spark in the stove.
In simple terms, the history of piezoelectricity can be laid as







Discovery (1880 – 1882)
Mathematical Improvements (1882 – 1917)
First Generation (1920 – 1940)
Second Generation Applications (1940 – 1965)
Japanese Work (1965 – 1980)
High Volume Development (1980 – present)

More recently successful experiments have conducted to use piezoelectric effect has been tested to harness electricity
[5]. Solar street lights optimized using piezoelectric technology have been used [6]. Some of the successful applications
of piezoelectric are the use of Piezoelectric System for supplying to the electrical utilities in Railway Stations. Several
experiments show that output of more than 24 Vdc can be produced at an average railway station [7].
3. Methodology
The prototype was built to give real-life comparison. The prototype suggested constituting of following basic
components and design.











Wooden Planks
Metallic Rods
Springs
Pressure Dots
Sensors
Rectifier circuit
AC ripple Neutralizer
Battery
Voltage regulator

The piezoelectric sensors are interspersed at the chosen equidistant pressure points between two well-furnished wooden
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planks each having a dimension of one square foot. The sensors are embedded into one wooden plank while the other
plank holds the metallic pressure dots for pressing the sensor on its inner diameter. These two wooden planks are
supported by four metallic screws at the edges. In order to establish a suspension mechanism a spring is encompassed
in each metallic screw. The suspension develops the necessary stress and strain needed for the piezo sensors to work
properly.
Pressure dots are the points where the mechanical pressure is applied. Pressure dots are fixed at the wooden plank
relative to the sensor positions on the other plank such that they squeeze the sensor are to their maximum extent. The
pressure dots press the sensor surface such that they squeeze the sensor area to the maximum extent. The pressure dots
press the sensor surface when the springs are fully compressed. Upon each compression and decompression, the
flickering alternating voltages are obtained.
Sensors chosen for this project are piezoelectric disk sensors. Piezoelectric sensors respond to the deformation by
generating electrical signals. The outer diagram of 41 mm is made up of brass. The inner diagram of the sensor is made
up of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) material. PZT material is preferred for this prototype because of the greater
sensitivity. Dielectric of PZT as per datasheet is the range of 300 to 3850. As soon as the pressure is applied, its
piezoelectric property comes in action and it generates the voltages. The sensors are cascaded in series-parallel
connections since this configuration gives the best upshot.
The sensor produces flickering alternate voltages which are of no domestic use. Since most electrical appliances need
constant voltage. For this purpose, the output of the sensor is passed through a rectifier circuit. For this specific prototype
bridge diode circuit that performs full diode rectification is used as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Bridge diode circuit.

The output of the rectifier is pulsating DC. To filter out the pulses, the output is passed through AC ripple neutralizer.
The AC ripple neutralizer acts as a voltage stabilizer. We need this to protect high rating components from harm. The
circuit involves capacitors since they work as good quality filters. The output from this stage is saturated DC voltage.
In order to constantly supply the saturated voltages, it needs to be stored in a battery. A rechargeable battery was used
for this prototype and it is charged from the voltages obtained from the sensor grid. The output from this battery is then
delivered to an android device to power up the drained battery of the phone.
The voltage of the battery could damage the android phones since phones are typically charged at a low voltage of 4-5
volts. Hence a voltage regulator is used in the next stage to establish a constant voltage level desired by the electronic
device. They hinder the shooting of peak voltage from the desired range above which it is hazardous for the electronic
device. The schematic of the voltage regulator LM7805 that we have used in our project is shown below in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The schematic of the voltage regulator LM7805

Integrating all these components together in sequential order, the prototype model of the piezoelectric mechanism is
ready to charge the android devices even if the electricity is gone. All it needs is a few steps to charge the device.
Next part is implementation of model. To implement this project, a grid network of series-parallel interconnection was
used. The output of this connection results in a rise in voltage and keeping the relation between pressure and voltage
linear. After the implementation of disk piezoelectric sensors, a precautionary circuit to regulate the voltage is
introduced. Two different voltage regulators with two different specifications have been used. LM78XX series is
preferred because of abilities like current blocking, thermal shut down and secure area of operation. These regulators
produce output over 1A of current. Specifications of voltage regulators used in this prototype are as follows


LM7809: Vin 30 volts, Vout 09 volts (Used in Harvesting Circuit).



LM7805: Vin 9 volts, Vout 4-5 volts (Used in mobile charger).

The voltage regulator circuit adds considerable safety measures to the circuit. The circuit is shown below in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Implementation of voltage regulator circuit.

The output of the prototype is applied to electronic devices like Mobile, iPod, Tab, MP3 devices, and charger light etc.
4. Testing and Results
This section includes the results obtained by the piezo smart mechanism. Testing was conducted in four different stages.
At first the types of connection were tested. Initially parallel connections were tested by arranging sensors in a single
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column and then a series connection by cascading all the piezo sensors in a single row were examined. Values of voltages
and currents were recorded for both as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Output readings

In a series connection, though we had attained a good voltage the current rating was worst. The parallel gave a good
current rating but the voltage rating was very low. Finally, we tested the serial-parallel connection to combine the good
of the two configurations. We interspersed the sensors in a grid pattern and temporarily joined their nodes. This
configuration gave the maximum current and voltage output.
The second testing was made right after soldering the interconnections in the series-parallel pattern. The testing acquired
the flickering AC voltages which were in response to the rate of change of force applied. We also examined that the
piezo sensors don’t respond to static force.
Later the harvesting circuit was added to the grid network. The harvesting circuit was added to boost the level of AC
output. It includes several supercapacitors in its circuitry. The second test verified the significant augment in the output.
The third testing stage took place after adding the harvesting circuit and the bridge rectifier circuit with each sensor.
Previously, just a single bridge rectifier circuit which connected to the end nodes of the grid network. In order to make
the output even better the strategy of adding a bridge circuit with each of the 18 sensors in our grid network was adopted.
It made a significant rise in output. The later configuration extracted 30V from just three sensors. This 30V was
previously the overall aggregated output in case of a single bridge rectifier stage at the end nodes of the grid network.
Ultimately, the final testing process took us to test for an aggregated output which is pretty enough for our desired
applications. The results acquired from each stage are summarized in the summary table 1.
Table 1. Summary of outputs
Testing stage
Initial testing

Objective
Analyzing series, parallel
and grid connection

2nd stage

Testing Permanent Grid

3rd stage
Final Result

Network
Adding a bridge rectifier
stage
Adding individual bridge
rectifier stages

Output Acquired
Grid Connection
(Maximum Outcome)
Flickering AC voltages
range from 10-30 AC V
30 V DC
40 V DC from 8 sensors
10-91V aggregated output

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In dynamic and progressive world, with a decreasing number of natural resources day by day, our posterity would need
a self-sustained energy harvesting system. A steady flow of vehicles on roads gives this system an upper edge.
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Meanwhile, the green nature of this system makes it eco-friendly, its nonchalance towards the atmospheric conditions
because of being unaffected by it makes it more efficient. Piezo Smart Road generated electricity can be supplied to
traffic signals, charging stations near smart roads and street lights. The system has long-term benefits and adds much to
a country's economy by limiting the cost of energy production at the micro level.
This technology can also be used study vehicular traffic flow on the roads in modern cities in order to determine the
efficiency of roads and plan for future infrastructure [8].
The work that can be extended further on the piezo smart road is designing a weight in motion scenario [9]. WIM can
simply be benefitted with the piezo sensors beneath the Piezo Smart Road by acting as the weight sensors, thus
introducing one more application other than extracting voltages. WIM can be installed near toll plazas on highways
where the vehicles can be dynamically weighed, without asking them to stop. This reduces the overhead as it doesn’t
ask the vehicles to wait in a large queue to be weighed. The detection system is smart enough to alarm the control center
about any overweight vehicle which can be stopped later before crossing the toll plaza [10].
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Abstract
The demand for electricity in Pakistan has increased drastically. Meeting the demands by burning excessive fossil fuel
has a huge environmental impact. Pakistan has tremendous potential to generate electricity and meet the demands
through renewable energy. Among all renewable energy wind energy is one of the good options for Pakistan. Several
studies show that coastal areas of Sindh, Pakistan has enough potential to meet all national demands as a single source.
While necessary research is required to harvest more energy with less cost per unit. Firstly, the project will analyze
multiple aspects that are considered to design a wind turbine that can harvest the maximum possible energy from wind.
Finally, VFF this project will also mathematically model different sizes of wind turbine blades to obtain maximum
efficiency under certain parameters and determine the outward wind speed from turbine as anoutcome of inward wind
speed to maximize the energy harvested considering wind power potential of Jamshoro, Sindh, Pakistan.
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1. Introduction
Global warming, energy scarcity, rapid depletion of fossil fuels and exponential growth in the energy demand in several
developing countries has created an excellent opportunity for large-scale acceptance of renewable energy technologies.
Wind energy has become one of the fastest emerging renewable energy technologies, with the total capacity by the end
of 2016 reaching 487 GW (about 4% of global electricity) [1]. The technology and manufacturing infrastructure of wind
turbines have advanced enough for further rapid deployment. As per the 2013 IEA roadmap, about 18% of global
electricity needs will be met by wind energy by 2050 [2]. Most of the progress was anticipated on large onshore and
offshore projects (MW capacity) far from urban areas, where the wind is most intense, consistent and unperturbed. On
the other hand, there is considerable wind in the urban areas with a significant potential for power, viz. road dividers,
side of railway tracks, top and around the high-rise buildings. The development of an efficient wind energy system
closer to the point of use meets the local power demand, minimizes the use of diesel/gas-based electricity generation,
reduces the strain on the existing grid infrastructure, incorporates the sustainability in the cities, supports the local
economy, and addresses the environmental concerns [3,4]. The development of an efficient wind turbine (WT) and
resource assessment methodology for the urban areas are crucial to increasing the penetration of wind power technology
in cities and semi-urban areas [5,6]. Researchers, designers, and project developers have often recommended the
installation of small-scale WTs over and around high-rise buildings as a potential power solution for incorporating
sustainability, and to support the transition to the future net-zero energy buildings [7–10]. On the other hand, wind
patterns in urban environments are much more chaotic and fuller of turbulence. The traditional methods used for
determining wind-energy resource have limitations, especially when applied to more complex urban situations. Site
wind resource measurements require time and money that are often not feasible for small-scale power projects. A precise
tool for the estimation of wind resources in the built-up areas is one of the fundamental requirements for the expansion
of wind energy in urban regions [11,12]. Wind speed is the most important parameter for power generation using wind
turbines. The connection between power and wind speed is characterized by a power curve that is different for various
wind turbine models and in some rare cases remarkably for sites. Mainly wind turbines at the wind speed of around 4m/s
(9mph) start to generate power and produce higher rated power at 13-14 m/s and stop power generation at 24 m/s.Turbine
working at constantly changing power levels due to fluctuation in wind source, usually results turbine working at roughly
35% of its aggregate conceivable limit when found the average value of over a year. [13]. The main purpose of current
work is focus on potential of single wind turbine in Pakistan for maximum energy generation.
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2. Materials and Method
There are three main factors on which amount of electricity generated from a wind turbine depends on:


Wind speed: The power extracted from wind is a nearly three time of wind speed. Hence if the wind blows
at double speed, the power harvested would be increased by eight times. Therefore, wind turbines produce
70-80 % more power at sites where average wind speed is 8 m/s as compared to sites where normal wind
speed is just 6 m/s.



Wind turbine response: This corresponds to the ability of a wind turbine to work properly when the wind
is blowing, i.e. at the time when the wind turbine is not going through any type of maintenance.



The arrangement of wind turbines: Wind farms are designed in a way that wind turbines are spread into
the region so that wind for one turbine doesn’t affect others. However different factors, for example,
environmental factors, perceivability,and distances from grid prerequisites frequently overshadow the ideal
wind capture design. [14]

Fig 1: Illustration of mechanical components in a Wind Turbine

Fig 2: Illustration of electrical components making a Wind Turbine

3. Designing a Wind Turbine to harvest maximum energy
The wind turbine works on a principle of conversion of kinetic energy from wind to mechanical energy that is further
converted into electrical energy through a generator. Let us consider that air approaches the wind turbine blades with
wind speed 𝑣𝑤 and leaves the blades at lower velocity 𝑣2. If both 𝑣𝑤 and 𝑣2 are equal the wind turbine will never extract
much kinetic energy from wind. Similarly, if 𝑣2 is very low, that means not much air has passed through the turbine.
This results that to maximize power output of turbine we need to find optimum outlet velocity to enhance mechanical
energy produced from wind. This project will determine that optimal outlet velocity as an outcome of inward wind speed
to design a turbine with maximum possible efficiency.
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Fig 3: Wind profile passing through Wind blades.
Let us consider air to be incompressible to simplify calculations, the air mass flow rate (kg/s), ṁ, can be defined as [16]:
𝑚̇ = 𝑝𝐴𝑖 𝑣𝑤 = 𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇 = 𝑃𝐴𝑂 𝑣𝑂

(1)

Where 𝑝(air density) is in kg/m3, 𝐴𝑖 is the cross-sectional area edging towards wind turbine, 𝐴𝑂 is the cross-sectional
area of air after air stream passes through wind turbine, 𝐴 𝑇 is turbine’s cross-sectional area, 𝑣𝑤 is the wind speed, 𝑣𝑇 is
the air velocity at blades of turbine and 𝑣𝑂 is the downstream velocity of air that has passed through the turbine. The
cross-sectional area is measures in m2 and the air velocity in m/s, respectively. [17]
The kinetic energy is extracted from wind at rate of:
𝑃=

𝑚

2𝑎

(𝑣𝑤2 − 𝑣𝑂2 )

(2)

𝑃𝑇 = 𝑚̇𝑣 (𝑣𝑤 − 𝑣𝑂 )

(3)

Substituting equation (1) into (2) and (3), we get:
𝑃=

𝑚̇
2

(𝑣𝑤2 − 𝑣𝑂2 ) =

𝑝𝐴𝑇 𝑣
2

(𝑣𝑤2 − 𝑣𝑂2 )

𝑃𝑇 = 𝑚̇(𝑣𝑊 − 𝑣𝑂 ) = 𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇2 (𝑣𝑊 − 𝑣𝑂 )

(4)
(5)

Applying Law of conversation of energy and equating equations (4) and (5) we get:
𝑝𝐴𝑇 𝑣
2

Simplifying this equation, we will get:

(𝑣𝑤2 − 𝑣𝑂2 ) = 𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇2 (𝑣𝑊 − 𝑣𝑂 )
1
2

(𝑣𝑊 + 𝑣𝑂 ) = 𝑣𝑇

(6)
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Plugging equation (6) into (4) to find power extracted by wind turbine from the air:
𝑃 = 𝑃𝑇 =

𝑝𝐴𝑇 𝑣
2

𝑃𝑇 =

Let,

1

3
(𝑣𝑤2 − 𝑣𝑂2 ) = (𝑣𝑊
− 𝑣𝑤 𝑣𝑂2 + 𝑣𝑤2 𝑣𝑂 − 𝑣𝑂3 )

𝑣

1

𝑣

𝑣

𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇3 (1 − ( 𝑂 )2 + ( 𝑂 ) − ( 𝑂 )3 )
𝑣𝑤

4

𝑣𝑤

(8)

𝑣𝑤

𝑣𝑂

𝑏=

Then equation (8) can be written as:

(7)

4

(9)

𝑣𝑊

1

𝑃𝑇 =

4

𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇3 (1 − 𝑏 2 + 𝑏 − 𝑏 3 )

(10)

The maximum energy passing through the Turbine is given by:
𝐸=

The Power is given by:
𝑃=

Using chain rule, we get:
𝑃=

1 𝑑

2 𝑑𝑇

1
𝑚𝑣𝑇2
2

𝑑𝐸
𝑑 1
=
( 𝑚𝑣 2 )
𝑑𝑇 𝑑𝑇 2

(𝑚𝑣 2 ) =

1
2

(2𝑚𝑣𝑇

Considering wind velocity is constant and there is no wind turbine
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

𝑑

𝑑𝑇

𝑑

𝑑𝑇

𝑣𝑇 + 𝑣𝑇2 )

𝑣𝑇 = 0, the equation becomes:

1
1 2 𝑑𝑚
1
𝑣
= 𝑣𝑤2 𝑚̇ = 𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇3
2
2 𝑤 𝑑𝑡
2

The efficiency of an ideal wind turbine is given by:
𝜂=

𝑃𝑇

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

=

1
2

(1 − 𝑏 2 + 𝑏 − 𝑏 3 )

To determine maximum possible efficiency, we will take derivation of the equation with respect to b such that
1
1
𝑑𝜂
𝑑
(1 − 𝑏 2 + 𝑏 − 𝑏 3 ) = (−2𝑏 + 1 − 3𝑏 2 ) = (1 + 𝑏)(1 − 3𝑏)
=
2
2
𝑑𝑏
𝑑𝑏

(11)
𝑑𝜂
𝑑𝑏

=0:
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𝑣𝑂
𝑣𝑂
1
1
(1 + 𝑏)(1 − 3𝑏) = (1 +
) (1 −
)
𝑣𝑊
𝑣𝑊
2
2

0=
There are two solutions to this equation:
The first equation gives:
0 = (1 +

𝑣𝑂

𝑣𝑤

) , ⇒ 𝑣𝑊 = −𝑣𝑂

This does not seem valid as downstream airspeed cannot be in opposite direction to the upstream wind.
The second equation gives:
0 = (1 − 3

𝑣𝑂

𝑣𝑤

1

) , ⇒ 3𝑣𝑂 = 𝑣𝑤 ⇒ 𝑣𝑂 = 𝑣𝑤

(12)

3

This result seems significant and it shows that to maximize power from turbine the downstream airspeed should be equal
to one-third of an upstream wind.
Now, to find out the maximum efficiency of the turbine we will compare equation (12) with (9), to calculate the value
of b:
𝑏=

𝑣𝑂

𝑣𝑤

=

1

(13)

3

Plugging value of b in equation (11) we get:
𝜂 = 16/27 = 59.26 %

(14)

These results are described as Betz Limit, which was first introduced by Albert Betz a German Engineer in 1919 and
later on in 1926 were published in his book. [5]
To manufacture a turbine with the maximum possible efficiency we will insert equation (11) into (10):
𝑃𝑇 =

1
4

𝜌 𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑤3 𝜂

(15)

We assume that surface cross-sectional area of wind turbine is circular in nature with diameter d. Such that:
𝐴𝑇 =

𝜋𝑑 2
4

, Plugging in equation (15) we get:
𝑃𝑇 =

1
2

𝜌 𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑤3 𝜂 =

1
8

𝜌𝑑 2 𝑣𝑤3 𝜂𝜋

(16)

From equation, we can easily calculate maximum Power that can be derived from wind turbine given constant wind
speed.
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4. Wind Speed in Pakistan
As calculated by Meteorological Department of Pakistan the wind speed at 50 m height at six different sites in the coastal
area of Sindh is represented in tabular form below [3]:
Table 1. Wind Speed in m/s at different sites in Sindh Pakistan

The table shows that average yearly wind speed in m/s in Jamshoro is quite higher than other cities averaging at 8.5 m/s,
while KatiBandar and Nooriabad have an annual average wind speed of 7.0 m/s. Accordingly, maximum Kinetic energy
from wind can be converted to electrical energy through wind turbine in Jamshoro region.
Using equation (16) and considering = 1.2

𝑘𝑔

𝑚3

, 𝑣𝑤 = 8.5

𝑚
𝑠

,

The energy that can be harvested through wind turbine with highest possible efficiency considering different diameters
d in Jamshoro region is tabulated below:
Table 2. The maximum Power generated from wind speed considering diameter of wind turbine

The table shows that we can easily generated up to 10 MW of Power from a single turbine at maximum possible
efficiency of 59.26% if diameter of air blades is 242 m.
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5. Conclusion
This project answered four important questions. The first question was to find optimum outlet velocity to harvest
1
maximum power from wind that we found to be one-third of inward wind velocity i.e 𝑣𝑂 = 𝑣𝑤 . The second question
3
was to determine the maximum kinetic energy passing through unit area when there is no wind turbine and that resulted
1
in equation: 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑝𝐴 𝑇 𝑣𝑇3 . This relation shows that total power generated in particular cross-sectional area is cube
2
of inward wind velocity. The third question we answered was to find maximum efficiency of a wind turbine that was
found to be 59.26% and is referred to Betz Limit. Real life turbines have efficiency from 40-50% range due to varying
conditions. The final question was to answer power that can be generated from wind corridor in Jamshoro, Sindh
Pakistan and we found that we can produce up to 10 MW from single turbine considering certain parameters as wind
speed in that region is sufficient to rotate a wind turbine rated up to 10 MW.
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Abstract
Devices are used, such as, solar flat plate collectors (SFPC) for trapping the energy of solar thermal, and these are used
for heating purposes, applications are, heating the rooms, heating water and other thousands of industrial usages. For
medium and low applications of heating these Flat plate collectors are popular and there are undergoing development
constant level in terms reduction of size and efficiency is enhanced. In this paper a 3D CFD model of SFPC is developed
using commercial CFD code ANSYS FLUENT®14.0. The single circular tube geometry is created using ANSYS
DesignModeler®14.0. The general continuity equation along with Navier-Stoke equations were solved for tracking the
motion of working fluid. The general k-ε Turbulence model used for solving the turbulence in the flow. Solar ray tracing
was activated for calculating solar load in the model. The latitude and longitude of Hyderabad region was inserted in
the solar ray tracing model for calculating solar intensity as per local conditions. Two fluids i.e., water and air were
circulated with different flow rates in the developed model of SFPC. It was observed that water gave higher efficiency
due to high in density and thermal conductivity. The temperature of water and air were raised by almost 79° C and 73°
C respectively.
© 2018 "Insert names of Authors here." Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and Environmental Engineering Research Group
(EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: Solar flat plate collector; CFD modeling; Solar ray tracing
1. Introduction
This energy which is based on solar is radiant light and Sun provide energy and warmth this and that was utilizing
saddled a scope for developing advancements always, such as, warming by sun oriented, warm vitality by sun,
photovoltaic, engineering based on sun, fake photosynthesis and power plants by liquid salt [1, 2].
Wellspring, critical source for (renewable) sustainable power energy and extensively its advancements are portrayed as
either sun oriented was detached or sun based upon dynamic relying that how they were catch and dispersed vitality
based upon sun or change into power sun based over it. Strategies such as based on dynamic Sun was incorporated of
photovoltaic frameworks and its utilization, power based on concentrated sunlight warming water the vitality to outfit
the water. Sun based uninvolved methods was incorporated arranging to the Sun working, materials choosing with good
enough warm mass or properties light-scattering, further, that actually flow air in outlining spaces. To effect of the
system performance, indeed studies was required generally on solar collectors [3].
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Application are used widely. There is very abundant solar energy in our surrounding, but this process is not cheap and
easy to capture process with effective measures. And that was expensive when comparing with the energy produced
from fossil fuels and firing in the thermal power generation plants. These are the facts described in this research work
that development and innovation of clean energy in this sector was required highly to be built in the system. However,
solar energy common applications are solar heating of the water and solar heating of the air. And solar water heating
(SWH) was used largely worldwide in many developed countries. Conversion of the solar energy was a secure and
natural process, and this was proved as cost-effective process in the system by using solar radiations when collecting
the hot water. A simple device is Solar air heating (SAH) by using the energy of the solar which was used to heat the
air comparing it with devices, such as, solar water heating because of the minimal usage of required components of the
system and using of air directly as working fluids in the system [4-7].
Nowadays, behavior of the dynamic thermal of flat plate solar collectors was modeled and developed numerically when
several numerical models were used. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) codes was used widely for these solar thermal
collectors to model for obtaining a better physical understanding about behavior of the thermal system and these solar
systems were optimized. Generally, the Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) tool was related to solve the problems for
non-linear partial differential equations that was described the behaviors and phenomena of the fluid dynamics.
Basically, the governing equations were derived from the mass conservation, momentum conservation, and energy
conservation equations to represent any problems related to engineering in mass and heat transfer fields in the systems
[8, 9].
Zima and Dziewa [10, 11], the effects of inertia was analyzed to glass cover, such as insulation, and finding air gaps by
using a one-dimensional process 5n-node method. And used A TRNSYS code for investigating and simulating the
water-in-glass performance by Budihardjo and Morrison [12] and evacuated tube solar water systems. Trend in
meanwhile of the numerically approached, Ayome et al. [13] a TRNSYS code was employed to calculate circulating
heating system effect with flat plate and tube collector was evacuated for conditions of quasi-state in the system. But
that kind of study have not conducted keeping the Pakistani coordinates in the modeling approach.
In present research, an attempt was made to study the performance of solar flat plate collector (SFPC) with Pakistani
geological coordinates. CFD analysis of SFPC is conducted with circular tubed geometry. The effects of different fluid
have investigated in the paper.
2. Mathematical Models and Computational Methodology
For solving mathematical equations, the commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, ANSYS
FLUENT®14.0, using the finite-volume technique was selected in 3-D unstructured grid system. In the CFD code,
algorithm solution was employed was really forceful and enables the flexibility in usages of any unstructured and
structured grids in the equation.
2.1. Numerical solution
The turbulent flow model was taken here into the consideration and considered it into the calculations that are based on
the given operating conditions evaluated in the equation. The k-ε model was implemented for the modeling of the
turbulent flow. And the heat transfer conduction in the glass cover were considered when comparing relation between
the tube and the absorber plate. And the working fluid flow was considered here in the simulations, also. For the heat
transfer radioactively tracing algorithm of the solar ray was applied, in the computational domain. The model’s loaded
with solar ray tracing algorithm was used the direct illumination energy source for predictions and that was resulted
solar radiation from the incident. And that was taken a beam which was modeled using position vector of the sun and to
illuminate parameters described, and that was applied it to any wall or all of the wall, inlet / outlet boundary zones, and
porous jump, that was specified, and to performs shading analysis face-by-face for determination shadows well-defined
interior walls and on all boundary faces, the heat flux was computed on the faces of the boundary that was resulted from
the radiation incident. Further, in the criterion of convergence, absolute residuals were normalized for all the given
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variables that was limited to be less than 10-4 in each cell. And upwind first-order scheme was employed for turbulent,
momentum, and energy equations in the numerical solution.
2.2.

Governing equations

The governing equations of mass conservation, momentum, and energy equations in the steady-state conditions was
solved in the Cartesian tensor form, shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Governing equations solved in the research work
Physical Parameter

Mathematical Equation

Eq. No.

Mass

∇. (𝜌𝜐⃑) = 𝑆𝑚

(1)

∇. (𝜌𝜐⃑𝜐⃑) = −∇𝑝 + ∇. (𝜏̿) + 𝜌 + 𝐹⃑

Momentum
Energy

(2)

(3)

The radiative transfer equation (RTE) was quite convenient and efficient in participating media for describing the
radiations phenomena due to the sum of the given contributions of all the rays crossing into the cell. And the discrete
ordinate (DO) model was activated and that was taken the effects of heat transfer between absorber plate and the cover
glass. The number of rays and their directions, and that was selected by RTE, was solved on its way for each ray from
boundaries to boundaries. And the general basis for this given method was to quantify coefficient of the absorption and
the given temperature with constant within a volume of single control were assumed. The intensities of heat radiation
of cells at connections was to be calculated as given below over the total spectrum [14].
i_(n+1)^'=i_n^' (1-ε(T,x_i))+i_b^' (T)ε(T,x_i)

(1)

Where ε(T,x_i) represents the emissivity, i_b^'=σ∙T^4/π , is the blackbody radiation intensity in the control volume, and
σ is the Stephan–Boltzmann constant that is equal to 5.67×10-8 W/m2 K4.
2.3.

Computational Domain

The geometry of the SFPC was developed in the ANSYS DesignModler®14. To save the computational resources, only
half of the geometry was developed with defining symmetry plane. The developed 3D geometry of SFPC is shown in
Fig. 1. The SFPC model contains 1 tube in which working fluid is flowing. The fluid is inserted from inlet zone of
geometry and it exits from outlet zone. The upper plate of SFPC was considered as made up of glass. The bottom plate
of the SFPC was considered as absorbing plate. Fig. 2 shows the meshed computational domain of the developed SFPC.
The mesh was developed with tetrahedron cells using uneven meshing strategy. Total 118815 cells were used for
developing grid geometry with minimum orthogonal quality of 0.54. Usually the orthogonal quality greater than 0.3 is
considered good for computations. Further the grid independence test was carried out and found this grid gave optimum
results.
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Fig. 1. 3D geometry of SFPC

Fig. 2. Meshed computational domain of SFPC
2.4.

Assumptions, Convergence Criteria and Boundary Conditions

As explained in other sections this subsection is totally different in which it is explained that the boundary conditions
given was applied of the SFPC on the computational domain used in this research work. Firstly, the flow of the fluid
was assumed fully-developed and to be steady flow. And the numerical problem was simplified the radiation of the heat
losses were neglected in this circumstance and the flow of the fluid was assumed to be incompressible in the boundary
conditions. And flow directions were along the axis tube present in it. The properties, such as, thermo-physical, thermal
conductivity, the temperature, and density of fluids were taken of calculations into consideration. Condition of non-slip
was applied, for all the wall surfaces. The conduction of the heat for riser tube and the absorber using approach of shell
conduction was computed. The algorithm SIMPLE between the pressure and velocity was used for solving the
combinations. Such values that are used for the absorptivity of the absorber and transmissivity of the glass of the flat
plate solar collector were 00.95 and 00.91, respectively. And the solution convergence when the mass, turbulent kinetic
energy and momentum residuals satisfied at 10-3 and energy residuals and radiation at 10-5 was achieved. Table 2
defines the variations in the parameters in different simulated cases. Total 6 simulations were performed. 3 were
performed on water as working fluid whereas rest of 3 were performed by taking air as working fluid. Both the fluids
were tested at low, medium and high mass flow rate.
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Table 2: Varying parameters of simulated cases

Case No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
3.

Working Fluid
Water
Water
Water
Air
Air
Air

Mass flow rate (Kg/sec)
5 ×10-6
8 ×10-6
1.1 ×10-5
5 ×10-6
8 ×10-6
1.1 ×10-5

Results and Discussion

The solar flat plate collector (SFPC) was numerically simulated using Ansys FLUENT commercial CFD Code. The
SFPC contained single circular tube. The upper plate was considered of glass sheet whereas the bottom plate was
considered as an absorber. Two working fluids were tested i.e., water and air. The inlet temperature for both the fluids
was maintained at 300 K (constant). The Hyderabad coordinates were used to calculate the solar radiation intensity.
Both water and air were inserted with 3 different flow rates termed as low flow, medium flow and high flow. The
detailed results are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
3.1.

Exit Average Temperature

In all the simulations an increase in the exit temperature was observed for both the fluids as compared to inlet
temperature due to solar radiation. Fig. 1 shows the average exit temperatures for both the working fluids at three
different flowing conditions. The water at low flowrate (5×10-6 Kg/sec) leaving the tube at 79.74°C which is the highest
gain in temperature for all the cases. The probable reason is the higher thermal conductivity and increased residence
time due to low flow rate. Temperature of water at medium flow rate (8×10-6 Kg/sec) increased up to 67.1°C from
ambient condition. This is further decreased up to 58.62°C at high flow rate (1.1×10-5 Kg/sec) due to very low residence
time.
The temperatures of air could not increase as compared to water temperatures due to low in thermal conductivity. Its
maxim temperature reached up to 73.33°C at low flow, which is decreased up to 55.54°C at medium flow and further
decreased up to 47.2°C. So conclusively it was observed that the performance of SFPC decreased in terms of decreased
average outlet temperate of working fluid with increase in fluid flow. On another important observation is that the
difference between water and air temperatures at low flow rate is small whereas it wider as the fluid flow increases.

FLUID EXIT TEMPERATURE (°C)

90

79.74

80

73.33
67.1

70

55.54

60

58.62
47.2

50
40
30
20
10
0
Low Flow

Medium Flow

High Flow

Fig. 3. Exit temperatures of fluid in all the simulated cases.
3.2.

Temperature Contours
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In any CFD analysis, the contours show the rendered solution field within the computational domain. The temperature
contours of all six simulated cases are shown in Fig 2 and Fig3. Fig.2 shows the temperature contours of three cases
with water at working fluids calculated at low, medium and high flow rate of water. Fig. 3 shows the similar contours
for Air as working fluid. In all the contours one can evidence that the fluid either water or air enters at the same ambient
temperature i.e., 300 K (27°C) in all the cases. This is visualized by blue color. The temperature of entering fluid is start
raising once it enters in the SFPC chamber. One thing should be notable here that the chamber is filled with stationary
water when water is used as working fluid in circular tube (Fig. 2) whereas chamber environment is taken stationary air
when air is used as working fluid in the circular tube (Fig. 3). A uniform increase of temperature is observed in Fig.2
for both the tube fluid as well as the chamber fluid. But with air case (Fig. 3), the air encapsulated in the chamber got
high temperature, but it could not transfer its maximum temperature to the flowing air in tube side due to low heat
transfer rates. This is because the air is low-density fluid and possess less thermal conductivity as compared to water.

Fig. 4. Contours of Temperatures for simulated cases with Water as working fluid

Fig. 5. Contours of Temperatures for simulated cases with Air as working fluid
3.3.

Temperature Profile

The temperature profiles for both the working fluids are developed at central line of tube from all the cases, as shown
in Fig. 6. The blue lines with filled markers points are for Water fluid, whereas the red lines with empty marker points
are for Air fluid. It is observed from Fig. 4 that the water gets hotter earlier as compared to air along the tube length.
Contrary to this, air temperature increases slowly and almost the trend in increasing up to the exit point. This indicates
that the length of tube is enough for water fluid, but it is little shorter for air as working fluid.
The decrease in slope of curve with increasing fluid flow rate is also an impotent observation in Fig. 4. This clearly
indicates that the heat transfer rate with low flow rate is higher whereas the high fluid flow decreases the overall heat
transfer coefficient for the SFPC.
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Fig. 6. Temperature profile for working fluids

4.

Conclusion

The solar flat plate collector (SFPC) performance was evaluated through CFD simulations on the basis of exit
temperatures. Two working fluids were tested in single-tubed SFPC, i.e., Water and Air. The Hyderabad coordinates
were used to incorporate the local solar radiation intensity. Following conclusions were drawn from the above study.
 The maximum exit temperature was achieved 79.74°C for water at its lowest flow rate i.e., 5×10-6 Kg/ sec. The
minimum temperature of 47.2°C was achieved with Air fluid at highest flowrate i.e., 1.1×10 -5 Kg/sec.
 The water fluid shown good performance over air for SFPC due to high in density and thermal conductivity.
 The gradual increase for both stationary and flowing water was observed whereas in Air the stationary air got
hotter but could not transfer the heat properly inflow air on tube side.
 Increased slopes of temperature rise were observed for water fluid whereas air temperature rise was slower.
Overall, it was concluded that the SFPC has shown excellent performance with water fluid. It was also shown that local
solar radiation intensity is enough to raise the water or air temperatures in significant ranges. Proper design, transient
studies and increased number of tubes could be the future work from this research.
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Abstract
Thermal comfort in work place is important for humans so that they can work efficiently. Consecutively, the body
temperature remains maintained after achieving thermal comfort. HVAC systems such as air conditioner, is used to
achieve thermal comfort. The air conditioners need electrical power as energy source and its electrical consumption
is very high. Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) air conditioning system is a good alternate to conventional air
conditioner with less energy consumption. A room of 5.8 m x 4.5 m is designed to calculate the user design load. VRF
air conditioner and Conventional air conditioner are installed in a room to achieve the set temperature. Both types of
air conditioners were simulated to calculate the energy consumption for selected room in the EnergyPlus, building
energy simulation software. The results show that VRF air conditioner can save energy up to 47% compared to
conventional.
© 2018 Ameen Khana , Rizwan Ahmed Memonb, Abdul Ghafoor Memonc Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Energy and
Environmental Engineering Research Group (EEERG), Mehran University of Engineering and Technology, Jamshoro, Pakistan.

Keywords: EnergyPlus; Thermal comfort; Variable Refrigerant Flow Air Conditioner; Conventional Air Conditioner;
Electronic expansion valve
1. Introduction
Energy demand is increasing day by day and the world primary energy utilization as predicted will increase by four
times between 1970 and 2040, for that the energy resources should be effectively utilized to meet the growing demand
[1]. HVAC systems in building consist of many subcomponents which play a very important role in energy
consumption. One of the vital areas as far as the energy utilization is the building part, comprising of private and
business structures. For the most part, it can be assessed that the offer of energy utilization by building segment is in
the middle of 20% and 45% in the advanced nations [2]. Primary reasons observing these proportions can be because
of increment in populace, more prominent interest for building administrations, the requirement for higher solace
levels for inhabitants, and longer span of time spent by occupants inside the buildings [3]. These HVAC systems tend
to provide thermal comfort to human body. Thermal comfort has been a major focused area since human cannot work
effectively in the absence of thermal comfort. Air conditioning system is designed to produce cooling effect in a
specified area with input of some form of energy usually electrical, it conditions the air in such a way that it meets the
comfortable temperature required for the thermal comfort. This research is about the energy savings offered by
Variable Refrigerant Flow Air Conditioner (VRF AC). Its function is same as that of Conventional Air Conditioner
(CAC), but it consumes less energy with no compromise in quality. Generally, CAC have a compressor which works
as on /off, but VRF AC is installed with a compressor which have variable speed, and this speed of compressor varies
according to cooling load, this is the factor which plays a major contribution in the energy savings, which will lead to
a reduced electricity bill.
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R. Khatri and A. Joshi (2017) in their paper compared the performance of an inverter based VRF Unitary AC with
Constant Volume Unitary AC. They concluded the VRF technology is energy saving when it works on part load
conditions, maximum savings i.e. 40% were observed when the outdoor temperature is nearly equal to the indoor set
temperature [4]. M. B. Yurtseven et al., (2014) examined the comparison of constant speed air conditioners and
variable speed air conditioners in two identical office rooms in terms of the energy consumption. The energy saving
ratio of variable speed AC to constant speed AC varies in between 11% and 38% [5]. W. M. Elzanati and S. Y. Ameen,
(2013) in their paper compared the two technologies in the air conditioning system which are solar air conditioning
system and variable speed air conditioning system in the Bahraini electric grid. They concluded that variable speed
air conditioning system can be regarded as the most economical technology [6]. K. Ohyama and T. Kondo, (2008)
investigated that inverter technology can reduce the energy consumption to less than half that of air conditioners driven
by a constant-speed compressor [7]. R. Saidur et al., (2012) researched that the results of applying VSDs are in both
profitability enhancements and energy savings in pumps, fans, compressors and other equipment, and further asserted
that applying VSDs to the HVAC frameworks and compressed air provide phenomenal chances to save the energy
utilization [8]. There are number of options available to consider energy savings, but VRF AC technology is the best
available technology to save the energy consumption in the air conditioning systems from the literature point of view.
2. Methodology
2.1. Building description
A single-floor single-zone building (room) is used to simulate the effect of the VRF AC and CAC module embedded
in EnergyPlus, building energy simulation software. A room of 5.8 m x 4.5 m is designed to calculate the user design
load, VRF air conditioner and conventional air conditioner are installed in a room to achieve the set temperature. Both
air conditioners are simulated to calculate the energy consumption for a selected room in the EnergyPlus.
Table 1. Brief description of the building model
Column 1
Location
Building type
Number of windows
Number of doors
Ground to ceiling height
Floor area
Conditioned area
Volume

Column 2
Hyderabad, Pakistan
Single floor single zone
02, Area: 4m2
01, Area: 2.9m2
3.6m
26.10 m2
26.10 m2
93.96m3

3. Results and Discussions
In Fig. 1. both ACs are simulated for the month of April, and it can be concluded that Variable Refrigerant Flow Air
Conditioner (VRF AC) consumes approximately 49.7% less energy than Conventional Air Conditioner (CAC). The
user design load was 1692.34 W. The outdoor temperature at peak was recorded as 43 o Celsius, and the date/time of
peak was 4/28 18:00:00.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of energy consumed by CAC and VRF AC for the month of April

In Fig. 2., both ACs are simulated for the month of October, and it can be concluded that VRF AC consumes
approximately 44% less energy than CAC. The user design load was 1396.66 W The outdoor temperature at peak load
was recorded as 38o Celsius, and the date/time of peak was 10/4 17:00:00.

127.95
184.19
CAC
VRF AC

kWh/m2
Fig. 2. Comparison of energy consumed by CAC and VRF AC for the month of October.

The percent savings by VRF AC can be calculated by using Eq. (1)
Percent savings =

[𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑎)−𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑏)]
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 (𝑏)

× 100

(1)
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Table 2: Energy savings for month of April and May

Month
Outdoor temperature at peak
(C0)
Date/time of peak
User design load
Percent savings

April
43
4/28
10/417:00:00
1692.34
49.7

May
38
18:00:00
1396.66
44

4. Conclusion
As energy demand is increasing rapidly due to increment in populace, more prominent interest for building
administrations, the requirement for higher solace levels for inhabitants, and longer span of time spent by occupants
inside the structures. HVAC systems such as air conditioners are designed to provide thermal comfort. Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF) air conditioning system is a good alternate to conventional air conditioner with less
consumption of energy. A room of 5.8 m x 4.5 m is designed to calculate the user design load. VRF air conditioner
and Conventional air conditioner are installed in a room to achieve the set temperature. This paper presents the
simulation of both types of air conditioners in the EnergyPlus, building energy simulation software, and it can be
concluded that VRF air conditioner consumes approximately 47% less energy than a conventional air conditioner.
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